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Election still in the Twilight Zone
as the appeal goes to the Regents
Phil D. Hernandez
The March 31 AS1JNM general
election failed to move out of the
Twilight Zone despite a ruling
Thursday by UNM President
William E. Davis that allowed some
of the election results to stand.
ASUNM Vice President Bill
Littlefield said Sunday, however,
he would appeal the ruling to the
UNM Board of Regents, due to
meet Saturday. Littlefield had also
appealed the two previous decisions
overturning the entire election.
In a written decision, Davis
reaffirmed prior actions by the
Student Court and the Student
Standards and Grievance Committee overturning the election.
But, Davis said, "Instead of invalidating the entire election, I
believe that only those elections and
referenda in which the outcomes
reasonably may have been affected
should be invalidated.''
Davis said the Senate election
and some referenda were not
reasonably affected, and ordered
these to be certified. He said the
elections for ASUNM president and
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Cost of dorm living up;
residents overcrowded
Cat"'rlne Jones

Overcrowding and price increases
of up to SO percent wiD welcome
UNM dorm residents back next fall
despite the housing director's ef·
forts to curtail them.
It is expected' more students will
apply to live in the residence halls
next ran than there is room for.
More than 70 rooms that were built
to house two people will have three
people assigned to them.
The cost of living in the dorms
has increased. The price of a double
room increased 9 percent and the
extra fee charged for a single room
has increased SQ percent over last
fall's prices.
Director of Housing and Food
Services Robert Schulte said, ''We
have really tried .to hold the price
increases to a minimum. Ove1' the
last seven years, we have had very
slight increases.''
Schulte said one reason for the
increase was because UNM's ra.tes
were much lower than others in the
region. The increase made UNM;s
rates almost 40 percent higher than
New Mexico State Univetsity's
double room rates.
The cost of living in the residence
halls at UNM has increased 29
percent betweert August 1979 and
Augustl982. .
.. . ,
Schulte said that even with the
price increases he expects to_have an
overflow of ·applicants for fall
semester housing. .. People . who
apply late may be placed in a triple
room instead of a double.

''It is not a good situation for the
individual or their arades," said
Schulte. "So it is something that we
hope will be temporary.''
He said last fall they moved most
of the people in triple rooms into
doubles by the fourth week of
classes.
The associate director ofhousing
at NMSU, George ~arton, said they
have 3,fl00 to 4,000 students apply
to live on campus each faU. There is
space for only3,000 students.
Barton said .their late applicants
are temporarily housed il'l hotels
near campus until a permanent
space can be found.
"We don't put three in a room
because we don't like to take space
away from our students on campus," said Barton. The students
that are placed in hotels are usually
moved into a permanent living
space during the first two weeks of
school.
·
Barton said, "We charge the
same rates for those in !:totels. It
costs us more to have them there,
but we absorb the cost,"
·For safety reasons and because of
the cost1 Schulte said he believed
inconveniencing some of the
dorm's residents for a few weeks
was better thart putting late applicants in a. hotel.
OeEdda
Simundson,
a
'Sophomore who has lived .in the
residence halls for one year, said
she did rtot like being stuck in. a.
triple room.
.
.
.
"lt is hard enough to live with
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vice president had to be rerun, as Organization (NCHO), $4,370.60;
well as referenda on 13
-Kiva Club, $3,200;
organizations' budgets and three
-Black Student Union, $3,700;
referenda concerning the New
-Association of Accounting
Mexico Public Interest Research Students, $1,245;
Group's budget.
-Interfraternity
Council,
Davis ordered the following $3,400;
election items to be rerun:
-Panhellenic Council, $3,025;
-ASUNM President, pitting
-UNM Anthropology Society,
previous winner Michael S. $2,000;
Gallegos against Vince Baca,
-American
Marketing
Randy Knapton and Donny Association, $1 ,500;
Martinez;
-Delta Sigma Pi professional
-ASUNM Vice President, with business fraternity, $2,700;
previous winner Dan Serrano
-Economics Student Council,
versus Francisco Lopez;
-NMPIRG regular budget, $1,058.
$8,000;
The NMPIRG regular budget
-NMPIRG alternate budget, and nine of the other organizatio:ts ·
budgets had been approved by
$23,871.20
students
March 31, while the other
-NMPIRG referendum on
NMPIRG referenda and the
autono.my from ASUNM;
-ASUNM Travel Agency, MEChA, NCHO, Panhellenic and
Delta Sigma Pi budgets had failed.
$4,767;
Three ASUNM constitutional
-Estudiantes por Ia Cultura,
amendments, the budgets for 20
$3,800;
other organizations and a
-Movimiento Estudiantil referendum on the course repetition
Chicano de Aztlan (MEChA), policy, all of which passed, and the
$3,200:
Senate election were reinstated by
-National Chicano Health Davis's ruling,

Coming out

Three gay students speak
Dennis. Dailey, professor of
social welfare at the University
of Kansas, said; "telling your
In 1948 Dr. Alfred Kinsey's
parents that you're gay has
exhaustive study of over 18,000
about to times the magnitude of
men and women reported apgoing home and saying, 'Morn, 1
pr.oxirnately .10 percent of our
am on the pill and I am living
population is gay. If Kinsey's
with a guy, but' we have no
figures are accepted, then over
intention of getting married,"'
2,000 UNM students live a
Shortly after his inner unlifestyle, which much of society
derstanding and acceptance,
condemns as sinful and sick.
however, John chose to come
John Fellin, a 21-year•old
out to his parents.
Junior majoring in psychology
"I wanted to share with my
and political science, lives in
parents something that was very
Laguna/de Varsas dormitory
important to me ....... the acwith a straight roommate who is
ceptance of my seKuality," said
aware of, and comfortable with,
John. "Growing up in a small
John's homosexuality. Many of
town (Gallup), they really had
John's dorm .members also
no conception .of gay people.
know of his orientation, and,
They hold the traditonal view of
although John is not a flagthe Catholic church, that
waving homosexual, he does not
homoseKuality is a sin. I think
make any concerted effort to
hide his preference.
• our parish priest helped them to
realize that the bias against
John had his first homosexual
homosexuality iS more of a
experience in early 1980.
social creation."
"When I tame to UNM,.,
John has served as secretary•
said John, ••J started becoming
treasurer for the Gay and
very liffection-ori~nted. 1 met
Lesbian . Student Union (for•
someone (a gay . man) who
provided· me with a lot of/ merly Juniper). When asked
about the social outlets for gays
emotional support and accepted
he said, ~<l don't recommend a
my feelings towards men. l went
person coming out go to Foxes
home for Christmas, thought a
(a. gay bar on ~ast Central). I
lot, and just decided it was
think that bar is very imabout time to come out.''
personal. If one goes there
.Building friendships with
heterosexual males on campus alorte, I think they feel
alienated. It's more of a sexual
can be difficult for a gay man,
meeting place/'
explained John. .
. ,
John feels Zimmerman
"Straizht males are often
collection
of
"afraid that any sort of emotional Library's
closeness will lead to sex. I have homosexual literature is
one friend who is hesitant to be inadequate and suggested Full
seen with. me. H~'s afraid his Circle Books. and Living Batch
roommate will think he;s Bookstore as good information
sources on this subject.
gay ....- guilt by association. n
MarkBiuek

The GLSU and a local
organization called Common
Bond, says John, are also
helpful social groups for gays
comingout.
.
Carlos (not his real name) is a
31-year-old hispanic student
studying computer science who
already has a degree in theater
arts and English from UNM.
Carlos started his college
career at the University of Texas
in the early 1970s and soon
transfered to UNM.
"Being gay at UT was a lot
easier than UNM. The times
were different. People were into
being radical. UNM is the most
closeted campus I've seen. This
school is much more conservative now than when I attended jn the early '70s. It seems
strange that I could attend UNM
in 1970 and return lQ years later
to find such a different school. ••
At age 24 Carlos met his first
and only .lover here at UNM
with whom he had a three-year
relationship. The two moved to
the University of Utah where
Carlos obtained a Master of
Fine Arts degree. Carlos attributes the dissolutiort of their
relationship
to
career
divergences.
For two yeats Carlos, a
dancer since age IS; studied and
apprenticed with a company at
Julliard in New York City. 41 1
coiitlnued on pege8

'·
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News Roundup
International News

Mexico's Congress
to investigate CIA
MEXICO CITY -The Mexican
Congress will open an investigation
Tuesday into CIA activities in

I-

Mexico to determine if the COlin·
try's former federal security
director, Miguel Nazar Haro, was
ari' informant for the U ,S, intelligence agency.
Congressman
Cuauhtemoc
Amezcua told reporters, Thursday,
that 12 officials from the Mexican
federal government and the Mexico
City prosecutor's office will testify.
Amezcua said the congress

by United Press International
decided to inve~iigate after U.S.
Attorney William Kennedy accused
the CIA of protecting Nazar
because he was an informant.
President Reagan fired Kennedy
for his remarks about Nazar, who
has been charged with being part of
a ring that stole California cars
worth $30 million and transported
them to Mexico.
Revolutionary Party of the

Workers presidential candidate
Rosario Ibarra de Piedra claimed
she had docu.rnents .showing Nazar
was involved in torturing political
prisoners, Nazar has denied
published reports that he headed
the ''White :Brigade," Mexico's
secret police.

Bush debates arms sales
PEKING Vice President
George Bush ended a five day visit
to China Sunday saying both sides
had a better understanding a bout
U.S. arms sales to Taiwan although
no agreement ·was reached on
solving the controversy.
"I can't give you the idea that
there is one initiative that will take
care of the whole thing," Bush told
reporters before returning to
Washington.
There was no immediate comment by the Chinese leadership on
Bush's visit, which included three
days of intensive talks with
Communist Party Vice Chairman
Deng Xiaoping and Premier Zhao
Ziyang.
Throughout the weekend talks,
the Chinese leaders repeatedly
stressed the weapons sales created
"serious obstacles" to relations
between Peking and Washington
and a solution was urgently needed.
Bush said there would be no new
U.S. arms sales to Taiwan while
negotiations with Peking continued, adding that it was not
possible to put a "time frame" on
the talks.

'•
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National News

Mexicans contest
immigration laws

Whatever you do, pour it on. build up a burning thirst, then
cool it with ice, cold Dos Equis imported beer. Dos Equis.
Uncommon from its rich, amber color to a big, bold taste
no other beer can match.
So why settle for ordinary when you can have extraordinary: amber Dos Equis or g':lden Dos Equis Special Lager.

EaEQUIS
1HE UNCOMMON M CRt
Amber & Special Lager
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J)ALLAS - In the first class
action suit of its kind, six Mexicans
and their children have challenged
U.S. immigration policy and asked
for $5 million in punitive damages.
The suit filed last Thursday in
federal court contests a 1976 law
prohibiting citizens under 21 years
of age from claiming their Mexican
parents as "immediate relatives"
eligible to immigrate to the United
States.
"They make the parents leave the
children and break up the family,"
said attorney David Bolton,
representing the plaintiffs, He said
the suit could affect as many as
100,000 Americans whose parents
are lllegal aliens.
The plaintiffs request a permanent injunction to stop the
government from deporting undocumented aliens of Mexican
ancestry who are the parents of
children born in the United States.

Spock approaches doom
OVERLAND PARK, KansasThe fate of Mr. Spack is in the
hands of those who attend the one
and only sneak preview of the latest
Star Trek film, Paramount Pictures
executives announced Saturday.
A film work print with an. un.
disclosed ending was to be shown at
8 p.m. Saturday in a Kansas City
suburban theatre. The studio was to
decide on the basis of viewer
reaction whether to use another
ending when the film is released
June 4, said publicist Eddie Egan.
Kansas City was chosen for the
preview of the print just finished
last week because it is located in the
middle of the country and because a
science fiction convention was in
town, Egan said.
Producer Robert Sallin and other
executives flew to Kansas City to
observe crowd reaction to the fate
of the pointy-eared Vulcan portrayed by Leonard Nimoy in the
popular television· series and
previous motion picture.
·

State and Local News

Astronauts to gain
even more honors
ALAMOGORDO - Astronauts
C. Gordon Fullerton and Jack
Lousma will be inducted May 18
into the Internatiopal Space Hall of
Fame.
Fullerton and Lousma landed the
Columbia space shuttle at Northrup
Strip, White Sands Missile Range,
March 30 to end the space truck's
third and most ambitious flight yet,
an eight-day mission.

Now that you've bombed finals:

Kamikaze it Out!

The space hall of fame, a statefunded cathedral of space
memorabilia, is located on a
promontory west of the city, some
14 miles from the spot where
Fullerton and Lousma landed.
The astronauts will be the guests
of Gov. Bruce King at the brief
irtduclion ceremony.

at Posh Eddie's

1 Ka

Ranch, like bridge, sold

ESTANCIA- The caretaker
for the Longhorn Ranch, a
longtime tourist attraction until it
was bypassed by Interstate 40, has
been charged with selling the place,
without owning it.
In a local version of selling the
Brooklyn Bridge, Wayne Hayes is
charged with trying to defraud
Mervin Gemmer and his wife, who
have since moved to New Mexico
from California.
TV schmaltz helps kids Torrance County Sheriff Eric
Ness said Hayes received more than
NEW YORK- A diet of upbeat $28,500 from the Gemmers.
television shows has helped imThe sheriff said Hayes, who is
prove the behavior of a group of free on $5,000 bond pending trial,
delinquent
youngsters,
a was "nothing more than a
psychologist reported Saturday.
caretaker" and never owned any of
The programs, such as "Happy the ranch.
Days," "Fat Albert" and "The
"It looks like he took 'em," Ness
Brady Bunch,'' were shown to the said. "They didn't get a deed or
youngsters placed in a state school nothing from him. It's Un·
for. a variety of problems including believable. I guess theyjust wanted
delmquency and criminal behavior, io get out of California."
psychologist Joyce Sprafkin of the
Ness said the couple discovered
Long Island Research lnsititute Hayes wasn't the owner during a
said.
check of documents prompted by a
She said the boys and girls magazine article in which Hayes
ranging in age from 8 to 18 were was qUoted as saying he "stole the
given a "positive" TV diet of dang thing" in a purchase deal with
network reruns. Their behavior a San Diego bank.
showed a significant improvement
Ness said the Gemmers paid
· over the week before the programs Hayes $28,500' for 40 acres of land
were shown, she said.
and a lease to operate the old
Sprafkin said network programs Longhorn Restaurant on the ranch,
suitable for children containing which also features a Western
such positive themes as being kind village, a saloon, a bank, a feed·
to other people or resolving con- store and a museum.
flicts in peaceful ways were hard to
The Longhorn was built in the
assemble and segments of old late 1930s and for nearly three
programs like "Room 222" and decades was one of the chief
"The Bill Cosby Show" were used roadside attractions on U.S. 66 .east
to fill out the two-week diet.
of Albuquerque.
·

azes

during Finals Week
Happy Hours:

draft beer

Mon-Thur 4 to 7pm
Friday 2 to 7pm

75 4
well drinks

(Draft bMr r.gular prlc.cJ cat 75•, w•ll drinks ..-gular prlc•d cat 51.50. During happy
hour buy 2 for fh• prlc• of on•)

241227 On Central
(Two for one, two to seven Fridays)

Albuquerque's Hottest Address

2116 Central SE

265-5986
'.
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Editorial
Eobofanb neebs a 9\ing to reuiue Q:amefot
5.8\l

~rofessor

micl)arb

My dear colleague and father, Pauli Jonas, has
made a brilliant suggestion for a new president of the
university: Bruce King. It's so obvious. a choice that I
wonder no one saw it before. Now, before immediately dismissing this as a joke, consider the
tremendous advantages our soon-to-be-unemployed
governor would bring to the job.
Traditionally, the primary duty of the university
president has been to serve as the admininstrative
head of the institution, and clearly, with eight years
experience as chief executive of the Land of
Enchantment, King should have no trouble directing
the affairs of Loboland. But his may be a moot point.
The Davis administration has extablished a strong
tradition of the president not running the university,
and there is good reason for King to continue this
practice. University affairs could be left in the capable
hands of Hull and Johnson, the Pallas and Narcissus
of the Davis regime, while .president King attends to
more important matters.
.
Those more important matters deal, of course, w1th
the university's relations with the community, i.e,,
panhandling funds from alumni, business, and above
all, the collection of gobblers who constitute the state
legislature.
Who could possibly be better qualified for this than
Bruce King? Twice governor, he already has all the
contacts with everyone of importance, and he certainly knows how to deal with politicians and dance
the legislative turkey trot.
"But," you may object, "he has no academic
credentials I" Who car~s? The president does not need

Letters
Dear Editor:
There is a fine line between the
interesting and the bizarre. So far,
all of the student government
"problems" have merely been
"interesting" but they are mighty
close to the line.
The question is, "How seriously
should we take these people?"
Hopefully, not very. Student
government is supposed to be an
accent to student life. When
student government members take

DOONESBURY

by Garry Trudeau

m. 5.8ertl)olb

Give me your tired, your poor,
Your huddled masses yearning to
breathe
free,
The wretched refuse of your
teeming
shore.
Send - these, the homeless,
tempest-tossec!,
to
me;
I lift my lamp besic!e the go/clan
door/
·
- from "The New Colossus," by
Emma Lazarus

to be an academic, only an administrator and money
scrounger, and in any .case better a frankly non·
intellectual leader like King, than another sham
academic sporting nonsense degrees in education . So
far as I know, governor King is free ofthat taint.
Further, King has a very discernible and interesting
character, and I suspect the university is ready for a
more high profile leader than the Neutrino, even if it is
a Slim Pickens. And though Bruce King Is without
question an intelligent and crafty politician, because of
his accent and his lack of degrees, he would be a
president the faculty could easily feel superior to. This
is an extremely important consideration. He could be
the Jock Ewing ()f UNM, throwing annual faculty
barbecues on his ranch and feeling good as he watched the hungry faculty pork it down; while we, for
our part, could enjoy such largess without loss of
dignity, kiJOWing that we're intellectuals and he's not.

If I 11/m YOU, 1'0Slifl<
PR!)ft5SIO/JAL HW: HAIWS.
AN'ItJ'/6 (AJHO SP&NlJS AU-

And what about the nobility of character alluded to
in an earlier column? Well, Bruce King, though a
politician, does have a certain, if slightly comic,
nobility about him, and anyway, it is clear that the
faculty of UNM hardly cares about such things. Look
at our response to ignoble acts and outrages of the
past few years (e.g., athletic scandal, missing funds,
Coleen Maloof as a regent): zero. Hardly surprising,
for when it comes to university politics, we are the
guardians of the trivial, the heirs of the Weimar.
So climb on the bandwagon! No more burned-out
academics, educationists or polyester slickers! Bruce
King for president of UNMI

themselves too seriously, they then
detract.
Lately, if they had a good agent,
they (the entire student government} could work for Ringling Bros.
The high wire, live wire, no
wiring acts would amaze us all, not
to mention the lion and tiger and
donkeys.
Everywhere we look
there are donkeys, and lest we
forget, the clowns. There are the
juggling clowns (elections) and the
smiling clowns and the sad clowns,
but if you close your eyes, the
clowns all seem to look alike.
Puffing their egotistical chests
out, they proclaim, "Why I'm .. ,"

"So what, who cares, don't bother
me." Most students are just trying
to do the best they can in school.
Most of the politicos will be
forgotten as fast as a new name
can be tacked to their old office
doors.
As my grandfather said to me

Dear Editor:
I am writing this letter to you to
express my concern with regard to
Bill Littlefield and Michael Gallegos
and their inability to accept the
decisions of the judicial bodies of
this university. The student court

As the saying goes, "I would
some years ago, "Stay out of
politics. It is a profession from have liked to have been a politician,
which few people really recover." but I was never light enough to
But I realize that in spite of any make the team."
interest I might have, I could never
Respectfully,
get Involved with student gover·
M.L McKim
nment if they are going to take
themselves so seriously.

ruled that the election should be
invalid; not able to accept the
decision, Mr. Littlefield went to the
Student Standards and Grievances
Committee. Though the Committee
upheld tl:le court decision, he was

Three strikes, and Gallegos and Serrano are out
to President Davis. No doubt they the powers-that-be hoping to put cut off. I appeal to ASUNM, Mike
will continue swatting at every distance between the bungled Austin, Michael Gallegos, Dan
Messrs. GaUegos, Serrano, et al. possible level of the judicial system ASUNM election and themselves Serrano and the others to get this
are showing a great deal of right up to St. Peter at the Pearly through the passage of time?
election over with an~ get on with
As a senior, I will not be able to the business of student governdisrespect for the established Gates.
I In the meantime, as UNM will be vote next semester. I feel that my ment.
judicial processes at UNM.
without a legitimate government stake in ASUNM's future is being
Mike Irwin
When a batter strikes out, he through the summer, organizations
returns to the dugout and waits for will be in limbo as to their funding
his next chance up. Mr. Gallegos, situations and the ability of the
and Mr. Serrano have in the 3-1 eventual government to be ef·
SllJdent Court decision and the 5-0
fective will be crippled by the
decision of the Standards and
prolonged hassle of the election.
Greivances Committee, two very
Is this worth it? What do these
convincing strikes and appear to be people have to gain by drawing out
headed toward a third in appealing an election to the fall semester? Are
Dear Editor:

still unable to accept the decision.
Mr. Gallegos then went to
University President" Davis and said
he would continue the appeals
process.
Mr. Gallegos, what are you afraid
of? If you are truly the choice of the
students, certainly you should be
able to win an election run fairly
and properly. I appeal to the
student body. Fellow students,
don't sit idle <!nd let the babyish
antics of ASUNM continue. It is
YOUR money and YOUR student
government, Remember, it is for
you, that ASUNM is supposed to
work and you can make a difference.
RobertJ. LaBan

Students can handle their own affairs
Dear Editor:
President Davis' decision allowing the Senate races and some of the
budget races to stand is the students' and the student politicians' golden
opportunity. As poor as the spring election was, it could not have possibly
affected those issues. The president's decision, in effect, throws the call
back in the student's court, and gives us a chance to show that we can
handle our .own affairs without being taken by the. hand. I am astonished
that some participants continue to take this personally, and I hope that, for
everyone's sake, they wiU recognize that their. own election is worthless
unless the election is a clean one.
Past abuses are no justification. Now is the time we must join together
and write a new code that will not allow the disgraceful string of botched
elections to continue. Now is the time to join together and show that we
can put our differences behind us and do a respectable job of handling
student affairs, starting with the next election. This is too good a chance to
let pass by.
Mark P. Williams

NEW MEXICO

Daily Lobo

The New Mtldco DillY LobO is publi~hed Monday
thtougll F.riday every regular \VCe'k: of the University
year. weekly dutilig closed and £inah weeks and
weekly during th~ summer $iession, by the Uoard or
Student Pubiieiltion5 or the Uliivftslty of New
Mexico. It is not financially assoda.ted with UNM.
Subscription rate is $10 pet academic year, Second
dus postage pitid nt Albuquerque, New MexiCO
87131.
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Over the Top

More than a few Mexicans these
days must feel like Lady Liberty is
beating them over their heads with
her torch. "Operation Jobs," a
massive roundup of illegal aliens in
various cities all over the c()untry,
has been touted as a means of
restoring work to unemployed
American citizens.
The roundup is only the latest in
a series of futile efforts by the
Immigration and Naturalization
Service to stem the flood of illegal
aliens, primarily Mexicans, entering
the United States.
Mexicans are not the first to be
discriminated
against in immigration policies. The recent bitter
memories of what happened in
World War II because Japanese
immigrants
could not get
citizenship during the previous 40
years are only now coming to the
surface.
And while we welcome Vietnamese, what of the Haitian "boat
people?" It seems Latin America is
no economic "promised land." Yet
it hasn't been so long since we
accepted wave after wave of
Europe's poor.
It is a fact that immigrants take
the dirtiest jobs and work the
hardest to establish themselves in
American society. Admittedly,
there .isn't much room left in the
U.S., and the new Immigrants are
competing for jobs in the so-called
Sunbelt, whence many from the
East are also headed.
It also cannot be denied that
today's flood of immigrants is
greater than that of 100 years ago.
But it is no coincidence that
extremely low immigration quotas
were
set
for
Western
Hemisphere- read
Latin
American - nations at precisely
the time when the economic
situation there meant many would
leave for those U.S. streets "paved
with gold/'
U.S. citizens have been very
discriminatory in the past - Jews,
Italians and Irish, to name some,
have gotten a hard time - and
remain so today, but only the nonwhite peoples have been the
principal targets of discriminatory
immigration laws.
The law isn't working. Short of
an incredibly long and incredibly
expensive fence guarded by the Ku
Klux Klan - which, incidentally,
been
seriously
has
proposed - there will be no
stopping either the Mexicans or
those who employ them, and the
wall won't stop those Who come by
boat anyway (perhaps we will use
our new giant aircraft carriers to
sink them),
IdentitY cards won't work,
because to be fair to citizens of
Mexican descent, all Americans
would have to carry them, and that
idea is repugnant to a free society.
Neither will penalties against
employers: the worst offenders
should probably get some ap·
propriate punishment, like forcing
the owners and operators to work
as migrant farmers, but aside from
considerations of bribery and other
enforcement problems, what of the
innocent employer who is faked out
byfalse papers?
the government
Meanwhile,
seems to be ignoring the most
practical solt1tion to the problem,
namely building up thll economies
of some of these poor nations.
Mexico, after all, is reas()nably
friendly and would welcome

by Phil. D. Hernandez

economic aid. We can rest assured
the money will not be diverted to
guns, bullets and anti-guerilla raids.
As for nations whose rich people
tend to appropriate U.S. aid for
themselves, it would not be
unreasonable to insist that the U.S.
supervise the distribution of such
aid. Perhaps we could hire some of

our unemployed youth as super·
visors.
The carrot for that stick would .be
to refuse all aid otherwise. While it
may increase the federal budget in
one area, we would not have to
shell out fllr government services
for illegal aliens who would no
longer be in the country.

Letters
Dear Editor:
I am writing this letter in response to Mr. Parks', Mr. Samaniego's
and Mr, Velarde's letter of May 5, 1982. It is the students who shall
lose if the ASUNM election goes uncontested. Yes, the fundamental
question does involve the integrity of the student body, especially
when students are denied their basic right to vote. This occurred .in
the spring 1982 election. The Student Court, and the Student
Standards and Grievances Committee, in their decisions to invalidate this election, demonstrated that incompetence on the part
of the Elections Commission cannot be overlooked.
Yes, Mr. Gallegos has worked hard on issues concerning student
financial aid and snould be commended for his efforts. However, as
a consequence of Mr. Gallegos' refusal to withdraw his appeal to
President Davis, the administration will take ASUNM's duties upon
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And we could stop shelling .out
for useless efforts like "Operation
Jobs," which only dump illegal
aliens outside the country to try to
enter the U.S. again, and free up
only a few jobs for our citizens.
Many jobs held by illcgals aren't
exactly the kind of jobs any citi~en
would want - if one does not

document the workers there is. no
need to pay the minimum wage,
If we. want "America for
Americans," then we must spend a
little m«mey to make Mexico a place
where Mexic_ans can live. Otherwise, we might as well just give the
Statue of Liberty ba.ck to France
with our apologies.

itself and run the student government over the summer, Now it is
the students who are losing.
Also, because the election cannot be held until fall 1982, student
organizations will not be able to receive their full budgets until a new
election has taken place. If a new election was held this spring (and
this could have.been possible if the StuCient Senate had not decided
to cooperate with the court's decision, and if Mr. Gallegos had
removed his appeal), these groups would not be without funds. It is
regrettable that Mr. Parks, Mr. Samaniego, and Mr. Velarde feel
that these unavailable funds are due to the actions of one particular
group. However, I feel this assertion is false, If you feel that one
group wants to "fill its coffers with gold", I ask you if you ever
confronted this group personally and asked what it proposes in
return for the funds it could receive from ASUNM.
Yes, I agree with you that the student body should be heard. Yes,
competent, dedicated people should be elected to ASUNM offices,
but also let ij,s not compromise the students in the process.
Sincerely,
Karen G. Fischer

I'll~<' fi,

Nt•w :Vlexim l);tily Lobo,
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project for theatre arts student
Peter Wray,
The public is invited to this free
play and to a discussion of the
techniques used in the play.

Ridepool has a 24-hour phone at
243-RIDE and serves commuters
throughout !he Albuquerque area
and those commuting to and from
the city from other nearby cities.

Carpool matching is working in
Albuquerque, according to a recent
mail-back surv~y conducted by
Ridepool at the 'tJNM Institute for
Applied Research Services.
Fifty-eight percent of those
responding to the survey were
"matched" or provided with names
of others who were potential
carpoolers
with
similar
destinations. Of those who were
matched, 56 percent fanned carpools - 32 percent of the total
requesting Ridepool's help.
"We're very encouraged by
this," said Ridepool director Gwen
Kloeber. "If we can see one of
every three callers or mail-back
respondents in a carpool and look
to reducing traffic by one-third
A modern adaptation of a during peak commuter hours, this
medieval morality play, Everyman, means we can address a host of
will be performed Sunday at 8 p.m. problems including air pollution,
in the Experimental Theatre in the costs of constructing parking spaces
Fine Arts Center as part of a senior and traffic congestion."

All UNI\1 physical education and
recreatiion facilities will be closed
May 14 to May 30, but the
swimming pool will be closed for a
longer period due to maintenance.
UNM's olympic pool will close
Saturday and open again June 6.
Johnson Gymnasium, the auxiliary
gym, weight room, handball courts
and Carlisle Gymnasium will close
during the recess prior to the
summer session.
The outdoor rental shop in the
foyer of Johnson Gym will remain
open during the recess, hours to be
posted. Johnson Gym facilities will
reopen for abbreviated hours, 4;30
to 8:30p.m., from May 31 to June
4 and then resume normal hours at
the start of the summer session
June 7.
More information about the
facilities is available by calling 2775151.
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SIPI t.o be funded
--

W ASH!NGTON {UPI) - A top
University of New Mexico official
says President Reagan's proposed
reduction in student aid funding
could force 4,000 UNM students
out of school,
Marv.in D. Johnson, UNM
administrative vice president for
student affairs, made the assertion
Thursday in testimony before a
subcommittee of the Senate
Appropriations Committee.
He said the proposed 47 percent
cut in the funding for 1983 and
1984 would also eliminate about
12,150 students from campubsbased aid programs throughout
NewMexko.
Facing Johnson across the table
at the hearing was Sen, Harrison
Schmitt, R-N.M., a member of the
subcommittee who has charged that
Johnson misrepresented the
reductions in the federal studentassistance program.

SE

Ph. 265·9916

The Albuquerque Ultimate
Frisbee Invitational is on for May
15 and 16 at Johnson Field.
Seven teams from Arizona and
New Mexico will compete.
Saturday will consist of a round
robin type competition, and
Sunday will be final competition.
First prize is-$200, and second prize
is $100.
The lournament starts at 9 a.m.
both days, and will end around 4
p.m.
The Albuquerque Tribune is
sponsor for the invitational, said
Aerodynamic Anarchy frisbee team
member Kale Isaacson.
Isaacson said there will be a party
Saturday night for players and
spectators. Location will be announced at the games Saturday.
The invitational is after finals,
everyone is invited to come watch
and relax after a hard week of
studying.

PIZZA EXPRESS
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IN THE WEST!
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FAST, FREE DELIVERY
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The University of New Mexico is
now accepting applications for a
two-year program designed for
students who want to make .a career
of helping others.
The Human Services Worker
Program (HSW) leads to an
associate of arts degree in human
services, and qualifies graduates to
work as paraprofessionals in
agencies such as the Bernalillo
County Mental Health/Mental
Retardation Center, the, New
Mexico Children's Psychiatric
Center, Hogares Adolescent
Treatment Program and services
for senior citizens.
The deadline for applications is
June 1. Information is available
from the director's office, 620
Camino de Salud NE, 87I3I. 2775428.

-

.

WASHINGTON (UPI)- The is using it for close-out costs," said
chairman of the House Interior Ron Mills, a Xerox corporation
Appropriations Subcommittee has executive who is on leave from the
given his assurance that theSouth- firm and working to find ways to
western
Indian
Polytechnic keeptheschoolopen.
Institute in Albuquerque will be
"It appears the BIA is prepared
funded in 1983.
to close the school in defiance of
The assurances were given Congress and regardless of what
Thursday by Rep, Sidney Yates, D- Congress and the people do," Mills
Ill., at the conclusion of two days said.
of hearings on the proposed closing
Interior Secretary James Watt
of SIP!, a technical-vocational infonned Rep. Manuel ·Lujan Jr.
school for Indian high school (R-N.M.) in January that the
graduates.
school would be closed as part of a
Yates said the school had shown move to cut $800 million from the
it played an important role in the BIA's 1983 budget.
education of Indian students who
The plans prompted a grounotherwise would not be able to dswell of opposition, including a
continue their studies.
15-mile march by 250 students and
However, school supporters said supporters last week from the
they were worried SIPI would be school to the BIA offices in
shut down by the Bureau of Indian Albuquerque,
Joe Cavnrctta
Affairs between now and the
About 70 percent of the
beginning of the 1983 fiscal year estimated 500 SIPI students have
next Oct. l,
said they probably would not FBI' from the hassles of finBII;IXBms, 11\B/S In fBr BIIIBY isiBnds or nuclear disBrmament, these buffalo gmm quietly
"Congress allocated money to continue their education if the behind B fBnce 011 Rio Gmnde BouiBverd.
keep the school open, but the BIA school is closed.

Even procrastinators can't put off ·----~-----1
this outdoor wilderness expedition
Gameworld. • •
I
Don L. Hart
Do
you
continually
procrastinate?
'-defeatJ·ng
Do you have Sel ,
tendencies?
If so, the Dapartment of
Counselor Education claims it may
be able to help you with a course in
canoeing and outdoor skills,
The course, Counseling for
Professional Renewal in the
Outdoors, will begin with three oncampus classes, May 24, 26 and 27,
6 to 8 p.m., during which selfdefeating behavior problems· will be.
identified in the students.
The classes will be followed by a
week-long wilderness canoe trip,
May 30 to June 5, in Big Bend
National Park, Texas.

While on the trip, the students
and staff will attempt to overcome

Physical Education, University of
Albuquerque.

the problems by relating them to
outdoor difficulties they must
conquer.
"Fac.ing a stretch of rapids is
probably the best example," said
Venda Long, the course instructor.
"The longer you put it off, the
harder it gets to ~ttempt !~em.:·
The self-confidence gamed m the
wilderness will hopefully be carried
over into a person's personal and
professional life.
The trip will be followed by a
debriefing session back on campus.
Long, who is with the Department of Counselor Education at
UNM, will be aided in the course by
Jack O'Neil, Department of

Students must pre-register prior
to May 14 at the Division of
Continuing
Education
and
Community Services, UNM.
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CONTACTLENS SPECIAL.
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Enrollment will be limited to 10
students,
Tuition and fees of $274 must be
· ·
paid when reglstenng.
Extension credit is offered.
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Why would anex-Marine, Sailor or Airman wantto join the Army
Reserve?
Because you'll find us many places where your former service
doesn't have reserve units. And because we'te larger, we usually have
more openings. So if you've already made up your mind about going
back to civilian life, the Army Reserve can helP. you cash in on your service experience.
Did you know that former E-4's with 3 years' experience can
now make over $1,660 a year serving part-time in the Army Reserve?
All it takes is a weekend a month and a couple of weeks of annual
.
.
training. .
Wouldn't it also be nice to keep your PX privileges?
You can. For more information about the Army Reserve, call the
number listed below. Or stop by.

The UNM School of Medicine
will sponsor a two-day forum on
adolescent alcohOlism May 20 and
21 at the SUB on the main campus.
The program for doctors,
parents, counselors, school personnel, nurses and probation of·
ficers will be sponsored by the
UNM psychiatry department and
the office of continuing medical
education.
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Legislator assures

NEWS BRIEFS

The Department of the Navy is now accepting applications for
entry-level management positions. Qualified individuals will
be guaranteed appointment to a paid 16-week training program and assignment to management duties in operations,
personnel, finance; logistics and communications. Starting
salary $20,000 after training with guaranteed raised to
$31 ,500 in four years. Requirements for application include
BS/BA degree (any major), 19·31 years old, U.S. citizen,
willing.to relocate and qualification test.
Contact:

N~w

SSG DEBBIE BARKER

266-5345

Best prices paid for
New and Used texts
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I
I
I

I
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Gay student's stories

-Dorm costs---room charges refunded. All tl ee
said they had not received any
money back and had paid doubled
room rates all semester.
Schulte said they receive 33
percent more money for. a room
that has three occupants in it instead of two.
"Last year we gave each individual back about 13 percent of
their room charges, This fall we will
almost double that amount and give
back almost 25 percent," he said.
Residents who lived in a triple
room all semester ' should have
received $57 back last year.
Students who live in a triple room
next fall should receive $108 back if
they stay there all semester.
He said the price charged for a
single room was increased because
"we wanted. to have a better differential between the rates
charged."
"We looked at the way we charge
for a triple and the way we charge
for a single and tried to balance
11 11 Concept~rns 11 11
them,'' Schulte said.
It does not cost the housing
1l 11
system any more in utilities or food
to have one person living in the
smaller rooms.
Schulte said, "We charge more
YOU ARE HEREBY ORDERED
because
we are affording the inTO PURCHASE SAID
dividual the privacy of the space,"

continuod from pBgo 1
one person you don't know, much
less two," said Simupdson. "The
money we got back did not make it
worth sharing a room you !lave to
study in, entertain in and sleep in
with two other people.''
Steve Jet, Brad Lohrding and
Felix Broines were all assigned to
the same triple room in Coronado
Hall. Jet said, "l was mad when I
found out I had a triple. I wasn't
expecting it."
The room was furnisheu with a
regular bed, a bunk bed, two
regular closets and a foot locker,
which was to be used for the third
person's closet.
Lohrding said, "I was the last
one there sa I got the top bunk and
the gray, metal army locker. My
hangers wouldn't fit in, so two of
us had to share a closet."
Students who live in a triple room
are supposed to have some of their

,
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feIt cotnf or t a ble being In the
arts for several years, because as a
d ancer you were a1mos t expec t ed
to be gay."
About 35 people usually show up
for the OLSU meetings, said
Carlos. Most recently, the OLSU
had a UNM karate instructor
speak and give lessons in selfdefense.
Though Carlos has not encountered any major difficulty
from UNM professors who know
he is gay, Carlos says be has had
male artistic directors threaten
"'lfyou d.on't go to bed with me:
you won't get this part.' Such
behavior made me understand the
sexual harassment women must
often experience."
Because social attitudes towards
homosexuaiity are negative, gays
often hate themselves or have low
self-esteem. Stereotypes that a
straight society create are the only
role models a gay has to follow.
"You don't see positive role
models out here in New Mexico
like you do back east," said
Carlos. "Therefore it's very hard
to have a positive self-image
here."
The UNM Health Center, says
Carlos, has given him some excellent help in developing a
positiveself-image,
Carlos, like John, has parents
who are aware of and support his
homosexuality. "My mother's
biggest fear," said Carlos, "is
that I will be a lonely alcoholic
like my uncle. My mother doesn't
understand that the reason. my
uncle is lonely and depressed right
now is because of his lover's death
three years ago and not his
homosexuality."
Bob is a 22-year-old astrageology major. He had his first
homosexual experience in a local
adult bookstore when he was .18.
"The only thing I had heard,"
said Bob, "was homosexuals are
alcoholic and sick. I believed they
never rose above the poverty line
·

and made no head-way in their
·
C"reers because of society's m~
tense
pressure
against
homosexuality, I was so afraid of
myself that I was agreeing with
Anita Beyant."
Bob says he first realized he was
gay in his mid-teens when he
accidentally saw a gay film with a
friend at an adult bookstore. "It
really got me excited, but I lmd to
put on a front for my friend. I
pretended I hated the film and
that it really grossed me out,"
The coming-out process for Bob
culminated on New Year's Eve
1979 when he went to an adult
bookstore with the intention of
''getting another man.'' Bob
proudly explained, "For the first
time 1 overcame my guilt and
allowed myself to enjoy
homosexuality,"
Bob reports having problems
with the campus Health Center.
While undergoing a VD check-up,
Bob felt it was important to inform the doctor he was gay.
"The treatment got real tough,"
said Bob. "After taking a sample
for culture study, the doctor ran
his finger over the surface of the
culture. The results of the test
were negative, yet my symptoms
persisted.''
Bob says he was re-examined at
the Bernalillo County Health
Clinic, and the tests proved
positive.
Bob's parents accidentally
discovered he was gay.
"I think my mother found a ~opy
of The Joy of Gay Sex in my
room. l came home for lunch one
day, and my mother approached
me with tear-filled eyes pleading
'It's wrong! It's wrong!' I played
dumb, took a third-person stance
and defended homosexuality. She
said 'Why the hell are you
defending homosexuality. You
are one, aren't you?' And I said
'Yes."'
Bob's parents wanted to send
him to a psychiatrist. "I made a
pact with my folks," said Bob. "I

would go to a psychiatrist if they
would rea.d three books I bought
for them, including Loving
They th
th
8 omeone Gav
.·
'th · tread'
th rew ••· em
1 ~ h'em,
away wt ou h
Bob says e an
IS ~are~~s
reached another c~m~romtse. ,I
wen.t to the psychiatnst .of thm
ch~1ce. He was a Fr~ud1an Who
b~heved homosexualit~ was a
dtsease. He. told me his success
rate for curmg homosex~als was
about 98 percent. I t?,ld h1m I was
happy the way I :vas.
. ,
~ltho~gh Bob IS cu~rently lmng
With hts parents, hts efforts at
obtaining a college edu~ation have
been ha~npered by. bemg thro:vn
out of his house twice and hearmg
his father, in fits of emotional
ra~e, wis.h death upon his son and
cla1m he IS worse than a murderer.
Like many. students, Bob is
forced to hve a more-or-less
closeted lifestyle with respect to
his parents, because he is still
financially dependent on them.
John, Carlos, and Bob ~r~ o.nly
three gay students, and 1t IS Important .to stress that. neither is
necessanly representative of the
average gay male at .UNM.
Although the college atmosphere
makes it easier for some, many
gays are still floundering in a
heterosexual sea. Coming out,
even in a college community,
costs. And because the many and
varied consequences can cost
dearly, the decision to come out
and to what extent is an agonizing
one- especially when . coming
out to one's parents. Rejection
from a friend can be painful, but
rejection from a parent can be
devastating.
The terrible dilemma society's
prejudices has created is painfully
evident in Bob's final words
regarding hisrelationship with his
parents. Despite the tremendous
emotional impact and destruction
Bob has felt as a result of his
conflicts with his parents, he said,
"They are still my parents. And I
do want them.Ilovethem."

Foreign jails tough on Americans
Don't get busted in a foreign
country. Stay out of foreign jails
unless you are planning a cheap,
lengthy stay in an ugly part of a
truly foreign place.
"If you're a college or graduate
student who's planning to go
abroad this year, you had better
learn something abouth the laws of
the country you'll be in," according
to representatives of International
Legal Defense Counsel (ILDC), a
Philadelphia based organization
that does legal and humanitarian
work for Americans arrested in
foreign countries.
According to statistics released
but virtually unpublicized by the
State Department, there were over
3,200 Americans arrested in foreign
countries last year. Representatives

of !LDC said that the high number
of arrests reflected the increasing
mobility of American tourists,
especially college and graduate
students during the last decade. The
organization also noted that the
largest single category of offense
was for marijuana or hashish
violations, which accouted for
almost one out of eveey five arrests.
Other common offenses included
drunk and disorderly conduct,
contraband and immigration

violations.
'
Representatives of ILDC were
eager to warn college students
about the danger of using
marijuana and other drugs abroad.
''Unfortunately, a lot of people
think that it's okay to smoke pot in
foreign countries," said Robert L.

Pisani, Executive.. Director of
ILDC. Pisani said that what
happens to people arrested for pot
varies tremendously from country
to countey, but he singled out
:!'ranee, Spain, Norway and Sweden
as four European countries that are
harsh on marijuana users.
ILDC representatives were also
upset over continuing reports of
torture and abuse against
Americans detained abroad, which
is frequently used to extract false
confessions. Pisani noted that the
most consistent abuse reports
received come from South
America. He singled out Peru as
one country which has a "persistent, on-going record of human
rights
violations
against
Americans.''
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Kelly SerVices is a temporary help service company.
We're not an employment agency so you pay no fees and sign
no rontracts.
As a Kelly employee, you work at our customers locations on short term assignments.
You can earn good money this summer, and during all
your breaks, on Kelly temporary assignments. We have jobs
ranging from word processing to typing to tUrning •.• product
sampling to light industrial. Most office assignments require
6 months experience.
Contact the Kelly office for more information.
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SUMMER JOBS!

Gail Krueger
They arrived at the Albl!querque
airport last Monday night weary
from their work in Cuba's citrus
orchards, excited by the many signs
of progress they witnessed ·there,
wearing bright strings of red corn
that seemed to ~ymbolize the fierce
enthusiasm of their Cuban hosts.
They are ten members of the 13th
Contigent of the Venceremos
Brigade returned from a three-week
stay in Cuba where they lived and
worked alongside Cuban workers
and learned first hand about life in
the socialist island-nation.
"The Venceremos Brigade was
started in the early 60s by
progressive North American people
who wanted to show ~olidarity with
the Cuban Revolution," said
Jeanne Ouana, a member of the
contingent.
Since the first group visited the
island in 1969, over 4,000
brigadistas have Pilrticipated in 12
contingents, working in Cl!ba's
construction, sugar cane ;md citrus
enterprises, and bringing back to
the United States visions of Cuban
life,
The 13th Contingent consisted of
more than 100 people, including the
10 from Albuquerque, who l!n·
derwent an intensive sil!:-month
preparatory program and participated in collective fund raising
projects before leaving for Cuba in
April.
"Venceremos
is not an
organization," Gauna said. "It is a
project to exchange information
with Cl!ba.'~
Sofia Martinez, a member and
spokesperson for the contingent,
said the group's primary goal is ''to
end the economic and informational blockade against Cl!ba
imposed by the United States."
She said this year's trip came at a
critical point in U.S.-Cl!ba
relations. While the contingent was

in Cuba new restrictions on travel composed of many different kinds
"The ideals of .the U.S, and Cuba
to Cuba were imposed by the . of people; we are not a monolithic are very much the same," said
Reagan administration.
group. We each have different lives Casalis. ''But the differences are
"U.S, citizens will not be allowed to bring to the experience," she the spirit and direction and the
to spend money in Cuba," said said.
system allows progress in Cuba.''
"I spent the whole time talking to
Martinez.
Members ·of the contingent
Richard Moore, a Venceremos people, In the citrus fields we visited Cuban schools and factories
Brigade organizer, who has par- worked in pairs with the. Cubans and had the opportunity to attend a
ticipated in several contingents, and we talked during breaks and meeting of the Cuban neighborhood
organizations
called
said the new regulations consti.tute rest periods," said Casalis.
Casalis said she spoke with Committees in Defense of the
a travel ban. He said the measures
Cubans on the streets of Havana Revolution (CDRs).
mak~ even toe purchasing of an
and in tiJe rural provinces they
"In the CDRs, Cubans discuss
airline ticket in Cuba illegal.
laws, community problems and
"This will be a setback for future visited.
"! wanted to see people who ideas," Casalis said. She solid
contingents," said Beverly Sanchez, who travelled with the weren't specifically chosen to speak anything from a burned-out street
light, to person11l 11ttitudes might be
Brigade's 3rd Contingent In 1977, to us," Casalis said.
She said there is a great sense of brought up in a meeting.
the group was encouraged by
"The Cuban people are used to
unity among the Cuban people,
former President Carter's lifting of
"They feel they have a say in their cooperating and to working for the
travel reshictions after the travel
society; they can influence what revolution and for each other,"
ban imposed in the 1960s was
said Casalis.
happens to them.''
declared unconstitl!tional.
Guana said the CDRs were
"The Brigade has worked to
"They have been able to take
facilitate open and unrestricted
their barrios and throw out the bad organized after the Cuban
travel for North Americans wishing
things like drug abuse, and keep the Revolution during the time that acts
to visit Cuba and has also worked
good things. They maintain real of sabotage were occurring within
in a variety of ways to bring the
cultural roots, which is something Cuba. She said they have evolved
reality of Cuba back home to the
we have to learn here in New into a support mechanism to
reinforce solidarity and to promote
people of the United States," said
Mexico," Ouana said.
Martinez;
Casalis,
a
counselor
in issues of health, literacy, education
and integration.
Contingent member
France Albuquerque, said she believes
''They're fantastic," Guana said.
personal
prob,lems
are
related
to
Casalis said the impressions
"It's
a way of going into a neigh·
and
compounded
by
the
way
a
\)rought back by members of the
borhood and talking to people,''
group are varied. "The Brigade is society is organized.

Read more into your

phone service with
the Customer Guide.

Do you want to know how to plug in your own
telephone? Save money on your phone bill? Or
simply find out how to get the most out of your
phone service, and still stay within your budget? If
you do, then here's some good reading that can help
you: the Customer'Guide, in the front section of
your White Pages directory.
The Customer Guide is easy to use, easy to
read and it's filled with the information you need. It
can tell you how to save on local service. What to do
when you're making changes in your home that
could affect your phone. Or what sort of options are
available to make your phone do more for you. And
there's much more,
And of course, if you have any other questions,
the numbers you need to get in touch with us are all
there, too.
So if you want to get more out of your phone
service turn to the front of the phone book. And let
'
.
the Customer
Guide show you the way.

Forthewayyou Hve~
@
Mountain Bell

Male
and

Brigade finds Cuban work experience fulfilling

Female

431.5 Lomas NE
265-5881
KELLY SEH.VIGES, INC.

Other contingent members
remarked on the obvious importance of education in Cuba. On
visits to Pioneer Schools, they
observed equal importance placed
upon theory and practice in
promoting both knowledge and
skills.
"In Cuba you can sit down and
have an intelligent discussion about
politics with a I0 or 11 year old
child," one member said.
CasaUs said violent crime is rare,
unemployment nonexistent and
that institutional sexism and racism
have been eliminated,
"We were able to see a country
that is poor by U.S. standards yet
manages to give its people a
relatively high standard of living,
and most importantly, a sense of
dignity about themselves and their
society," Martinez said.
Contingent members said the
enthusiasm of the Cuban people
was apparent on International
Worker's Day, May I. They said
1.5 million Cubans marched in
Havana in a three-hour parade that
jammed the city's streets and
sidewalks.
An important goal of tlie
Venceremos Brigade is to voice
support for the Cuban revolution
and to provide people here with
information about the countey's
progress.
"In the past we have been given
distorted information," Matinez
said. "There are a number of
reasons why the Reagan administration has imposed the new
travel measures. Basically, it does
not want objective and factual
information on Cuba to reach
people in this country."
Albuquerque members of the
Venceremos Brigade hope to
counter these alleged distortions by
giving educational presentations,
lectures and slide shows about the
13th Contingent's visit to Cuba.
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Policeman recalls attacker- old woman in pink Cadillac
DonL. Hart
Patrolman Richard Tarango of
the Albuquerque Police Depart·
ment was once attacked by a 68year-old woman driving a pink
Cadillac,

NAVY PILOTS fly the world's most advanced aircraft. If you're physically fit, have a 2.5 GPA and
want excitement and world travel. Up to $33,000 In 4
years. Contact:

Aviation Programs
(505) 766-3895 (Collect)

"I was working the graveyard
shift down in the Valley then,"
Tarango said. "It was 2 a.m. and
we pulled this woman over. She was
obviously drunk, and she went
nuts, saying 'no one's going to take
me in,' and all that."
The woman tried to break
Tarango's windshield, and his face.
It took him and another police
officer to restrain her, handcuff her
wrists, tie her legs and get her into
the patrol car.
Tarango laughs when he tells the
story, shaking his head as if, even
now, he \las trouble believing it
happened.

IMPORTANT NOTICE
TO FACULTY AND
UNM EMPLOYEES!
The TDS ''Composite'' Tax Sheltered Annuity Program
has been cleared with the UN M Payroll Department and
is now available to you.
TDS places your savings with a variety of insurance
companies- rather than a single company- offering
the greatest return to you based on the number of years
you contribute.
We can tell you what interest rate and dollar return your
current contract is earning.
If your Annuity Savings are not earning 14to 15% at
this time, you should contact TDS.
Call or Write:
5127 Rnyene NE
Albuquerque, NM 87110
505/ 265· 7189

Standing just under five feet six
inches, he would never have made
the force had the minimum height
requirement not been abolished.
He faces nearly everything with a
quick smile and acute sense of
humor.
"People who are goingto hassle
you qo so because you're a
policeman, not because you're
small," Tarango said.
He tries not to take things too
seriously.
He stopped a car last week. Two
scantily clad women were hanging
their legs out the car's back window, He told his sergeant, "I
thought it looked like fun so I knew
it had to be a violation."
He has a way with people. Police
officers and civilians alike seem to
like him.
Stopping a man for runnig a red
light, Tarango noticed that there·
was a baby in the front seat.

He reacts the same way when he
remembers the time he had to shoot
a man.
"You better watch those lights,"
"That case is still in court," Tarango told the man. "You're
Tarango s~id. "So I can't talk carrying precious cargo."
about it."
The man nodded seriously.
A 1977 graduate of UNM, with a "You're right," he said.
uEveryone's got an opinion
Bachelor of Arts degree in
Sociology, Tarango did not know about police,'' Tarango said later in
what he wanted to do when he the shift. "Most opinions are good,
some are bad, but everyone's got an
graduated.
He worked the loading dock of opinion."
He has opinions too.
the Broadway store for a while.
"I'm against the death penalty,"
"Then I was sitting home one
day," he said, "and I got a card in he said. "It's not a deterent at
the mail saying the police depar· all ... it's just revenge. That's why
we have so much trouble out here;•
tment was looking for new men."
"I can't imagine myself doing he said, pointing out the windshield. "Everyone's trying to get
anything else, right now," he said.

revenge on everyone else."
He feels, however, that a life
sentence should be just that and not
a few years in jail followed by
parole.
At 10:45 a.m. Saturday, Tarango
was called to a three-car accident at
Wyoming and Constitution, It was
a bad one,
"Another 5 mph and it would
have been fatal," Tarango said
later.
An injured, 8-year-old girl had to
be cut from out of her seat belt to
get her into an ambulance. Her
mother, moaning loudly, with
blood coming from her mouth, bad
even more trouble.
It took fiv¢ men, including
Officer Tarango, to get her from
the twisted wreckage that, a halfhour previous, had been her car.

Later, at the hospital, while the
mother was in surgery for internal
injuries, Tarango asked to see. the
little girL

These five semi-truclal haul the tent frt1m one end of the country to the other. The tent masures 360 by 160 feet v.t!en erected.

Photographs and Story by Joe Cavaretta
At the site of the old Terrace Drive in, where sin once reigned, people
come by the thousands, encouraged by their churches. One of the
sponsoring organizations is the Maranatha Christian Cant!!r of UN M.
George Sutton, a member of the center who was on stage Friday night
with Shaumbach explained, "I like him, it's a lot of fun. He's mostly tor
older people, has an exciting style of preaching, but I don't have anythig
againstthat."
Albuquerque is only one of the hundreds of stops this year. The big tDp
tent goes up and comes down in a matter of hours thanks to the 17 full
time employees that travel with the group.
The leader, R.W. Schaumach, hails from Tyler Texas. He preaches
throughout the US and around the world 365 days a year.
Schaumbach, a pentecostal preacher who has a radio program
throughout the country and heard here in Albuquerque on KDAZ, claimed
during his sermom to once have cured an entire deaf school. Whatever his
powers may be, there is no denying his popularity. He has appeared on the
Donahue show and has been the subject of articles in magazine and
newspapers such as Time, The Washington Post, and The New York

She was lying on a hospital bed
with a brace upon her back. Her
nose was still clogged with blood.
Tarango smoothed a strand of
blond hair from out of her mouth
as he asked her about the wreck.
She had been asleep in the car;
she had not seen anything.
Tarango told her that she and her
mother would be fine and asked her
if she wanted anything.

She said, "no."
"She's a cute little girl," he said,
leaving the emergency care room.
He was not smiling.

Times.
Schaum back and his entourage will be in town for 10 days, but if you
don't have time to stay and listen to him, cassette tapes of the same
night's sermon are available at the booth at the rear of the tent.

Shuttle pilots to appear at Kiva
WASHINGTON -Columbia
astronauts Jack Lousma and
Gordon Fullerton will make public
appearances on the Civic Plaza and
at the Kiva Auditorium in the
Convention Center ' during their
visit to Albuquerque on Sunday,
May 16.
Lousma and Fullerton are
scheduled to arrive in Albuquerque
at 1 p.m., May 16, and will hold a

news conference at 1:IS p.m. in the
Hopitality Room at Albuquerque
International Airport.
At 2 p.m., the astronauts will
greet the public, answer questions,
and receive a proclamation from
Mayor Harry Kinney on the Civic
Plaza. At 3 p.m. the tWo men will
show an IS minute film of their
recent space shuttle night. Both
events are open to the public free of

Re-elect JUDGE

charge. Governor Bruce King is
expected to attend.
At 7 p.m., Lousma and Fullerton
will be the guests of honor at a
private reception co-hosted by Schmitt and the Albuquerque Press
Club at the press club.
Lousma and Fullerton will depart
Albuquerque on Monday, May 17,
for Las Cruces, and will visit
Alamogordo on Tuesday, May 18.

Michael
and Jim say
''Thanks"l

R. W. Schaumbach

to: Maryann
Leslie

Dick

NEW MEXICO COURT OF APPEALS

Cathie
Kim
Dabs
Helen
Kristina

AI
Kelly
MorelS.

A Man of Intellectual. Stature
Who Brings Compassion to the· Law

Becky
and others
too numerous
to mention.
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Accepting Auditions For The

"All That Jazz Dance Troupe"
with the Captain and Schlemiel
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Arts

Arts

Once a star, now a struggler

reviews

Robert Bumson

• Jazz
• Adult
~

LJ'=C......,l=Arog

Exercise
• Ballet
• Disco • Tap •
& Donee

Classes •

stanfo

/

2219 Lead Ave. S.E.
call: 25¢-10¢1, or 265-3067

Recital May 29th, Tickets $5.00
To Benefit The New Day P.un Away House
Lautsl Ma.ss11

THE ECSTASY

OF MOTION
.1 • .1. Moped &
The Touring Cyclist Shoppe
3222

CENTRAL S. E.

268-3949

2 BlOCKS EAST OF U.N.M.

New Mexico Union Food Service

Laurel Masse is fighting her way
back from a long way down.
Three years ago, as a member of
the most successful jazz vocal
group of recent times, Manhattan
Transfer, she. was near the top of
the heap. Jet setting, nice cars,
limousines,
Then she fell asleep at the wheel
one night in Burbank. Her face and
jaw were badly damaged, She was
told she wouldn't sing again. And
Manhallfln Transfer found a
replacement.
Today, she is making the small
beginnings of what she hopes will
be tl;le start of a solo career with a
two week engagement at the
Wooden Hofse on East Central.
Between sets Friday night, Masse
admitted the tour - a long way
from the concert stages and TV
lights she shared with Transfer
members during their summer of
1975 television serieshas
required ''a rnajor adjustment."
"What is hard to deal with is the
last time I was on tour I was in
limousines and planes. This time
I'm in a blue Chevy van ... a new
one, but a blue one, nonetheless.
"And the last time I was on tour
I was staying in beautiful hotels in
Europe, and this time I'm staying in
not such beautiful hotels .. and not
in Europe. And also last time, I was
on big concert hall stages and this
time I'm in small jazz clubs."
Aside from that, she said singing
solo for the first few times, she was
''terrified.''
"That's been the hard stuff to get
used to ... the good stuff is I don't
sing a single song I don't like; I
don't sing a single note l don't like;
I'm free to improvise if I so choose;
1 am free to change my mind; I
work with wonderful players, who
are wonderful people; we get along

great; and I feel like every night
when I'm up on stage, I'm learning
more about music.
"There's much more freedom in
it than with the Transfer, With the
Transfer there were four of us, and
so one person could only sing so
many songs and do only a part of
the whole. Whereas now, I am the
whole .. I get to stretch out a Jot
more."
Masse (pronounced: rna-Say), a
tall red-head of French Canadian
extract, is playing in the tour with a
quartet of Chicago-based jazz
musicians.
Rather than working in the
pop/contemporary style the
Manhattan Transfer has recently
cultivated, in which choreography
and costumes take an almost equal
place with the music, Masse sticks
to the scatting swing and be-bop
style with which the Transfer made
its reputation.
"1 don't do so much contemporary material," she said.
"I'm an old fashion voice .• and I
like pretty songs that make you feel
good."
To get ready for the tour, Masse
said she took classical voice lessons
in New York with Marge
Livingston (who coached Linda
Ronstadt for her role in the Pirates
ofPenzanee).
"It made singing jazz a breeze,"
she said. "If you can sing La
Traviata, you can sing this kind of
stuff with no difficulty."
After the tour, Masse said she
hopes to get back to the concert
setting where "you can give more."
But so far, she said, there is nothing
definite.
The tour next moves to Arizona,
then Chicago and on to the east
coast.
Masse said she remains friends
with members of Manhallan
Transfer.
continu11d on psge13
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Wom.an" bJ' Htlm Hardin

NMwomen
spotlighted
in journal
New America

dance and variety of the creativity
of area women,
Much of its poetry, prose and art
work is devoted to .the changing
face of women,
. Sex~ality, for instance, is dealt
W!t.h m a poem by Pat Mora, in
wh1ch a woman gives her daughter
a ~oke can top to cut herself with
to msure proof of her virginity on
her wedding night.
A history of Navajo weaving
and _of Hi~panic colcha-stich
embrmdery' add a conventional
academic dimension to the issue,
though the dryness of Marian
Rod_ee's article on weaving is
g!anng among the rich prose of
Elizabeth Tillar and Brenda
Peterson.
Darleen Welborn's intense
impressionistic portraits · "Mona
Martinez" and "Wo~an with
Flower," are sensitive and striking
~mt are unfortunately reduced t~
msulting!y small dimensions.
And there is so much more that
probably the bulk itself is the
magazine's only short~oming,

Innovative
visuals fill
lit. mag.

Gayle Krueger
The new issue of UNM's journal
of American and Southwestern
culture is a visual and literary feast.
"Women Artists and Writers of
the Southwest" is the title of this
years issue of New America appropriatetely devoted to women,
since women have made up much of Conceptions SW
the magazine staff in recent years.
The
sheer
volume
of Ann Ryan
material - with entries from more
The spring edition of Conthan 50 contributors packed into its ceptions Southwest is professional
128 pages - attests to the abun- in form, and, to a slightly lesser

-Al~e·~·--------------continu11d from psg11 12

gi"ammy."

"I sti!l think of it as my group,"
she satd. "When they get a
grammy, I am glad, because I feel
li.ke I had something to to with that

Masse and band will be at the
Wooden Horse today through
Saturday. Show time is 9 p.m. with
a $3 cover Thursday through
Saturday.

extent, in content.
Its strongest points are its design
and layout, which transcend its
definition as a school-sponsored
publication, with cleanly laid-out
attractive pages.
'
Heil's
lithograph
David
"Untitled," is a good example of
the quality of artwork in the
magazine. It straddles with style the
line between the abstract and the
representational.
The photography ranges in
austere style of Miguel Gandert in
"Images of Ecuador," to the
surrealism of Christopher Burnett's
"Interior Reflection/Exterior
Fire ..$''
· The heart of any literary
magazine, its poetry, has been
chosen fairly well here. Mary
Bartlett, Viki Florence and Tamara
Detrick deserve special mention for
their clean writing and maturity of
form. The opening line of" An Old
Man ... ," "What time is it in a
hat?" is delightful; and Florence
captures domestic despair well in
lines such as "A fading
couch/collapsing inward,"
However, not all the poems are as
successful.
Of the magazine's scant two
prose pieces, Sam Gauny's short
story, ''Bill," is the most interesting and well written, yet its
cowboy chauvanism may be offensive to those bothered by the
puerile joke that seems to be its
raison d'etre.
This issue of Conceptions fullfills
the promise of the .Perfonnance
~cries. It has energy, originality and
ts well worth the price, $3.50. It's
traditional literary fonns are well
balanced with its innovative visuals.

RENEWAL DEADLINE .
Residence Halls Are Reminded To Complete And
Submit Their Residence Hall Room And Board Renewal Materials By

4:00p.m.

May 12
Submit Forms To:
Housing Collections & Reservations
2nd Floor, La Posada

•
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CONCEPTIONS

0 N SOUTHWEST
•
SALE • Living

Now

ASA Gallery
Batch

•UNM
Bookstore

• UNM Art Museum
• Marron Hall Room 131

CARTA

Draw a, Blanca.

If's Appreciation Week at the
New Mexico Union! FREE COFFEE during
Closed week and Finals week.

•••
••
••
••
•••

Coffee Is FREE with
any purchase!

Monday Special

5 Games $1.00

* * * * * * * * * *
New Games

It's for students ond
staff. All you need is
your 10.

Hational Radio Theatre
on I(liHH 90.1fm

See you at the Union.
Join us for FREE COFFEE!
Good luck on your flnols.

u

Monday, May lOth at 10 p.m.
KUNM presents

I

"THE ODYSSEY OF HOMER"
Part IV-The Great Wanderings

I

.i

fn this famous section of "The Odyssey,"

M

GOOD!

,I

Odysseus matches wits with two of the great mythic
dangers of andent Greece-the pitiless f2yclops
and seductive Circe.
Brought to you by

Crisp, golden Carta Blanca Beer.
Or new, full-bodied Carta BlaQca Dark Special.
Great tasting itnported beers from Mexico.

~

PubUcS~ceCompanyofNew~co
Prillc/pa/ series lulldlng provided by A COMPANY CALLED TRW

Brewed and packaged by: CERVEC~RIA CUAUHTEMOC, S.A., Monlerrey. N l Mexico
Western lmporlsts: WISDOM IMPORT SALES COMPANY INC., Irvine, Callfomib 92714.
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Duo's dance honest, dynamic

ACTIVITIES

Eddie Tafoya

Sophomores,
Juniors, Seniors,
Earn Over $1 000 a month
Just To Finish College!
If You're Majoring In
Math, Physics, or Engineering,
The Navy Has A
Program You Should Know About.
It's called the Nuclear Propulsion Officer Candidate Program
{NUPOC for short) and if you qualify, you can earn as much as $1000
a month right through your senior year. Then after 16 weeks of
Officer Candidate School, you'll receive an additional year of ad~·
anced technical education. This would cost you thousands of$$$ m
a civilian school, but in the Navy, we pay you.
During that year of training, you'll re~elve a $27,000 salary. It is~'t
easy. There are fewer than 40~ opemngs ~nd o~ly one of ev~ry SIX
applicants will be selected. But 1f you make 1~, you II have qual1f1ed for
an elite engineering training job program With unequalled hands-on
responsibility, a $40,000 salary in four years, and ~ill-edged qual·
iflcation for jobs In private industry should you deo1de to leave the
Navy later.
{But we don't think you'll want to).

Contact: Navy Nuclear Programs
(505) 766·3895
(Collect)

We saw the way John Travolta
danced his Way onto the silver
screen and into the bedroom walls
of countless adolescent females.
And we saw how Baryshnikov
danced his way out of Russia and
on to The Turning Point and into
the American' commercial dance
circuit.
And we saw Nureyev in Romeo
and Juliet and on the "Moppet
Show."
But Terese Freedman and Jim
Coleman have an approach to
dance that is different from
Nueryev, Barishkov, or even John
Travolta.
What Coleman and Freedman
are doing is something that com·
bines theater and sound collage
with the basic elements of poignant
body movements. The effect is
moving, bizzare and quite different
from anything that so many unschooled dance patrons have seen
before.
Coleman and Freedman have
been together since 1980, and have
been teaching here at UNM since
the beginning of the spring
semester. Before this they spent

BE SOMEONE SPECIAL IN THE NUCLEAR NAVY

GREAT RACE- The Great Race will
take place May 1.5 and will begin
at North Beach, six miles north of
Corrales Beach. For more in.
formation, call 766·4857.
THE BROADWAY JAZZ CLUB meets
Fridays and Saturdays at 8 p.m in
the in the Tamarind Restaurant in
the Galleria. This week music
from BH!y Morris's Dixieland
Band is in store. Membership at
the jazz club is $30 annually.
SHOWDOWN TENNIS CLUB OPEN
HOUSE - On Sunday, May 23,
from 12:30 p.m. to 3:30 p.m.,
Showdown Tennis and Swim Club
is having an open house to give
non-members an opportunity to
see the Showdown grounds and
facillities. Non-members can also
register to win a fre.e social
membership fee.

CoNCERTS

ThomasSehworer

ell

our

00
through the ASUNM Textbook Co-op
We rely on student support,
bring your books to us.
Come get paid for books you
sold through us last semester.
Be sure to bring your receipts.

time in Seattle, Washington,
Oregon, California and the far
reaches of Denmark.
"Denmark responded well to us.
They liked what we performed,
they liked what we taught," said
Coleman, who remained spry and
enthusiastic inspite of an ailment
that prevented the Friday night
"But American
performance.
dancers are very far ahead of the
Danes, so teaching there wasn't
quite so challenging or inspiring.
"Plus this kind of free-form
danCing is something that is very
much a result of the 'freedom of
expression' emphasis that is so
prevelent in America," added
Freedman.
Sometimes Jim Coleman talks
like dancing is just another job. But
during this interview, with his legs
bent and his feet on the seat of a
chair and supporting his weight,
Jim Coleman looked like he was
ready to spring into the air at any
given moment.
"When you go into dancing you
know most dancers don't make a
lot of money," he said, "And like a
professional athlete, your good
years are limited. So you've got to
be hungry for it."
continued on pegs 15

JoHN McLAUGHLIN
The
Broadway Jazz Club presents in
concert John McLaughlin and
Special GIICSI> Katia and Marielle
Labeque. The concert is set for
Monday, May 10, at 8:15 p.m.

When Teresa Freedman talks
about being hungry to dance, her
expressive blue eyes glow as if
electrified.
"If you want to be any good at
dancing you've got to want it."
And when on stage, these two
dancers go beyond the creative and
moving and boldly manifest some
extremely intimate pieces of
themselves. Courage like this can
not help but be beautiful,
Of the five pieces that make up
this performance, four of them (all
except
"Under
It")
are
choreographed by Coleman or
Coleman and Freedman. The
quality of the dances range from
the haunting and bizzare, as
exhibited in the confining piece "A
Crossbreed", to a somewhat lighter
and more active social statement
called "The Times".
One segment in particular is
extremely honest and brave.
"T.J." is Teresa Freedman's
story. It was choreographed by
Coleman and features Freedman in

AGFA PAPER
PHOTO PAPER
20°/o OFF

ALBUQUERQUE MUSEUM - "The
Dangers and Effects of Nucle11r
War" is presently at the

a solo performance.
''T.J." shows many facetd of
Terese Freedman. First she is a
Greek goddess; then she's Mick
Jagger; then a frustrated lover; then
a child; and ultimately "T,J." is a
story about a vulnerable person.
And as if the honesty contained
in the body isn't enough, the
backtound of "T. J.'' is a slide
collage of actually photographs of
Terese's life.
"I think all of our work is very
personal material," said Freedman,
"This our personal message.''
And anybody who was in the
experimental theater on Saturday
night could tell you. The
Coleman I 06reedman dance
performance is an intimate and
shared experience. And as you walk
away from this recital you feel you
know the dancers very well; and
you feel like they trust you.
"The great thing about a small
space, like the 'ex'," says Coleman,
"Is that you can feel and see the
sweat, and the muscular tensions. It
is very intimate."
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Perf~rmlng Upstairs -"Ole Scratch"

Call our 24 hour
answering service
at 277•3701 for
more information.

·

Performing Downstairs - "!l.llakers"

Monday-May 17''Bad Fingers"
Advance Tickets available
at Giant Ticket Outlets & Bogarts
Happy Hour 4·8 p.m.- Mon.-Fri.

M

Our schedule:
Finals Week
T
w TH

11-5 10-5

.,

M

10-5 10-12
1-5

San Mateo at Montgomery Mall e 883-8t76

F
10-12

Week of May 17th

T

10-5 10-5

w

10-5

TH

F

10-4

10-1

You can attend a Philippine
school recognized by the
Americim Veterinary Medical
Association or listed with the
World Health Organization.
Students are eligible to take
the ECf'VG or ECFMG exam.
All programs are taught in
English.
FOR APPLICATION AND DETAILS

CONlACto
Foreign Educational Services
Larido11nternatlona:!, lno.

We will be open May 31 through June 11 for the
summer session

Roule 2, Box 388
Oelant>, California 93215
Telephone 805/125•5536
Pleas!;! 1r'1d1Cate WhiCh rJrogram -

Veterinary or Medlt:af .... for proper
appllcaiiDr'l
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Advanced tickets are $8. 50; and
Albuquerque Museum. This show
ans, contemporary crafts and
CENTER - Now showing are the
$10.00 the night of the concert;
will run in conjunction with
southwestern primitives In
works of three photographers,
and are available through
Ground Zero, a non-partisan,
Gallery l will be oils and bronzes
Rick Dingus, Scott Hyde and
Ticketmaster outlets or the
nation-wide week of communityby Bettie J. Moran, mixed-media
David Kaminsky. The show is in
Broadway Jazz club,
based discussion and events
sculpture by Laurie Archer and
the Horgan Gallery of the Roswell
JoAN lETT This concert,
designed to educate the public on
carved Adobe art by Holly Haas.
Museum until May30.
originally scheduled for May 4,
the subject of nuclear war.
Gallery II will feature a select
has been post-poned until June
"Explore'' and "New Town and
groufl of artists and craftsmen UNM AllT MUSEUM - Running
15, at 8 p, m, at the Civic
through May 21 will be
the Railroad Boom Years" are
including Martha Slaymaker and
Auditorium. Tickets are available
"Photographs
by Bart Parker.";
continuous exhibitions at the
Norman Boyles. Both shows will
through Giant ticket outlets.
and running through May 16 will
museum. The former is a kinetic
run through May 16. Museum
ALL GERSHWIN FEsrrvAL - This
be M.A. theses and M.F.A
sculpture designed fot children
hours are Wednesday through
recital by duo pianists Michael
works.
Museum
and the latter is a historic
Saturday from II a.m. to 5 p.m.· dissertation
Jamanis and Frances Veri which
hours are Tuesday through
exhibition of Albuquerque. Hours
and Sunday from I to 5 p.m.
was originally scelduled for April
Friday, 10 a.m to 3 p.m.
are Tuesday through Sunday 10
25 at the First United Methodist
Showing in WILDJNE 0ALLEIUES - An allASA GALLERY a.m. to 5 p.m.
Church, has been post-poned ALBUQUERQUE UNITED ARTISTS conjunction with Conceptions
media group show will feature the
until June 6. This concert will
Southwest will be show featuring
"Craftworks IV," a juried, all·
work of four new Wildine
feature variation's on "! Got
the artists whose work is who are
media crafts exhibition open to all
members
and will run from May
Rhythm"; Gershwin's Second
featured in the latest edition of the
craftspeople in New Mexico, is
30 until June 4. A reception for
Rhapsody; the masterpiece
arts/literary magazine.
schelduled through June 1982.
the artists is planned for May 30
Rhapsodv In Blue.
For more information phone 243- RoswELL MusEUM AND ART
from 6 to 8 p.m.
REo Roci STATE PAll!' CoNCER1S
0531 or contact The Downtown
- Robin Williams will be in
Center for the Arts, 216 Central
concert on May 31; Asia on June
SW. Hours are Tuesday through
9; Lover Boy on June II; Elton
Saturday 11 a.m. to 4 p.m.
John on June 12 and 13; Jimmy
FINISH THOSE PHOTO PROJECTS
Buffett on June 23; and Weather THE JoNSON GALLEilY - Showing
ON HIGHEST QUALITY
Report on June 29. Tickets and
until May 16 are works by the an
information are available through
education faculty. The works
Giant ticket outlets.
include several types of media and
several different approaches to,
and resulting from, an education.
ART SHOWS
Gallery hours are Tuesday
through Saturday II a.m. to 4
p.m.
MOUNTAIN ROAD GALLERIES (1501
Mountain Road NW) is a new
gallery featuring a blend of fine

-dance-----------------------

continued from pege 14
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SUPERLEARNING
SUPERLEARNING

Now available through life ..mlnara
In Albuquerque and Santa Fe.

.

This 6 week 30 hour course will teach you total mind control, In·
crease concentration, speedreading, Improve memory and recall
through nemonics, foolproof study habi,ts and no~etaklng. ~earn test
taking skills and stress release techmques wh1le becom1ng more
confident and positive towards your educatfonal goals.
Eliminate the test jilters,
get better grades now, and
much much more

Albuquerque cia.. begins May 20, 1182
Studenl ......... 110.00

Non.-.....150,00
AlliiOIIcboOks and -Included
Muten:lnllnd
.ec<:opt11d
Fully..,.,.,_
ot your inOnOV - I V refUnded

No"""*""

Ollkod.

voo con'l at1on1 not to uliolhe J!llll)l OdVanllil'il of
suporillrnlng

J

Because of the cancellation of
Friday night's performance, the
Colem&n/Freedman performance
will be repeated tonight, in the
experimental theater of the fine arts
building. The movements start at 8
p.m ..

All Paper in Stock
Capture the Pictures
of Your Future with a
Camera from Kurt's

3417 CEIITRAL liE
524 COROIIADO CEIITER
1713 )UAII TABO liE

266·7166
883·5373
296·4888
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DOS PRIMOS
1844'Lomas NE • 842-0059
Ttw Voll1h'l F.uullv wrVill~l New Ml'~inl '"IICl' 1933
OtJl:N Moodi'iy lhru S41urddy 7·10:30

Sports

Sports

Lobos close season with vital wins

Lobo golfers nab third in tourney
Ernest Montoya

Enchilada Dinner

For the first time ever all nine
golf teams in the Western Athletic
Conference competed over the
weekend in the conference
championships held at the UNM
South Golf Course, but when it
was all over the results were the
same as in years past.
When the tournament ended on
Saturday it was the usual team in
the winner's circle - the Brigham
Young University Cougars.

includes Rice, Beans, & Sopnipilla

Buy 1
Get 1 FREE
wiih the pur~hase of a drinl<;
Expires 5·15-82
Limit L-pl't' <.·ushllllt;"
nn!•-ta·u ns r~ ,·uhlc

------------------------------

The Co\lgars came into theW AC
Championships as the defending
conference champions and
defending national champions. At
the end of ·the tournament they
had won their third WAC crown
and were on their way to defend
their national title in Pine Hurst,
N.C.

New Private Mid-School

Coronado Academy
2721 Arizona N.E. 881-9300

Grades 4-8
Limited Enrollment • Small Classes
• Individual Attention • Strong Academic Program • Certified Teachers
• Optional After School Program, 3-5 pm
• Bus Service Available

Parents Meeting: May 10 & May 17
7:30pm Hospitality Room,
First National Bank, Sandia Plaza,
Candelaria & Juan Tabo
Anthony B. Pino
May Test Dates
HEADMASTER
May 8 & May 22

But for the host UNM Lobos it
not a lost cause as they
fm1shed second, a distant 16 shots
behindBYU.
UNM may be able to make
nationals yet and will be informed
late Sunday as of its fate.
The tournament itself was never
in doubt from the opening hole as
BYU made the so-called tough
JJNM course seem like a Putt-Putt
course,
The Cougars held a seven stroke
lead after the first round as they
fired a one-under-par 287. By the
end of the second round it was
BYU by 17 strokes over second
place UNM and ended the. tourney
16 ahead of UNM and San Diego
State.
Rick Fehr of BYU was the top
individual golfer as he fired a
four-under-par for the 56 hole
affair,
Eric Hogg
v:a~

UNM's Bobby /VIBrtifi6Z maims a valiant affort to slir/8 safsly past UTEP thitd bastlman Ed Wolfe. /VIBrtifi6Z I'MIS
saf8 but his slide tumed into a .roll that took him almost to the dugout

If you've ever seen a Lobo
baseball game, you didn't miss a
thing Saturday or Sunday if you
were studying for finals or
something.

In the season finale with UTEP,
pride and everything that goe~
with it was at stake. It was only
fitting that the last game and the
last inning and the last batter

determine the outcome.
The Lobos finished the season in
thtrd place thanks to a Barry
Brunenkant single in the ninth
inning with the bases loaded and
two out. Bobby Martinez crossed
the plate almost four hours after
the game started to make the final
score 15-14.
It is tough to describe the events
in a game, which the sole cellar
possession of the WAC southern
division rested, In
Sunday's
nightcap, James Smith and Barry
Moore hit home runs to give the
Lobos a 'comfortable' 12-5 lead
in the seventh inning.
In typical Lobo Field fashion, the
Miners scored seven runs in the
eighth inning on only three hits
off three pitchers. Eventual
winning pitcher Joe Perr.otte came
in with the score 12-10 and readily
threw a wild pitch to allow one
UTEP score and then gave up a
sacrifice fly to Jet the Miners knot
the score.
In the Lobo half of the same
frame, senior Tommy Francis
turned a routine single .into a
double with some smart
baserunning and Brunenkant was
intentially walked. Senior Larry
Harrison put the Lobos ahead 1412 by tripling in Francis and
Brunenkant.
In the ninth inning, the Miners
were given a gift by Smith in the
form of an error to their leadoff
hitter. Two outs later UTEP's
Larry Paskiewicz crushed a
Perrotte pitch into the 'Pit'
parking lot to tie the score.
In the home half of the ninth,
Martinez singled and McBride
and Francis walked to load the
bases. Lobo senior Brunenkant
worked the Miner pitcher for
three straight balls before taking
two strikes. He thert smashed a
fastball off the glove of the UTEP
centerfielder at the warning track.
Martinez scored to end the game
and give Perrotte the win.

Top mark for women.'s track
while cohort Sue Qualls nabbed
third in the di~cus event.
Sandoval was pleased with his
team's performance and was also
happy with the improvement of
Bell and Reinert.

Injuries, the enemy of all coaches
and the emergence of Brigham
Young were the problems for
Lobo track coach Tony Sandoval
and his lady tracksters at the
AlA W Region 7 track meet held
at University Stadium Saturday
night.
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Parts & Labor
• A/C Service
e Tune Up
• Rotate & Balance Tires
• .Brake Service
• Lube, Oil & Filter

1

Triangle Chevron

I
I

2901 Central NE Across from UNM
Albuquerque • 268-6858

L------------------
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Chevron
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In Saturday's opener, UTEP beat
UNM 15-9 thanks to six runs in
the seventh Inning off loser Kevin:· .
Anderish and Dave Steinberg.
The Lobos finished the year with
a 10-15 mark in the WAC and
werc:lS-29 overall.

MEXICAN-STYLE FAMILY RESTAURANTS

a>

2608 Central S.E. (across from Johnson Gym)
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The Villa serves it very mild. But you can add our
spicy red sauce or our hot, hot green sauce
to make it as wild as you want.
Don't forge~ we're serving breakfast now, featuring the
totally umque, totally wonderful Breakfast Burrito:-''
And our entire menu is available during breakfast hours.
Mild, wild, hot or not, taste what Taco Villa's got.

In the second contest, senior
Mark Biren hit three talers in a 10·
6 UNM. triumph. the Lobos got
some good middle inning relief
from winner Dan Hale (5-l) to
seal the win. Francis also hit a
homer for UNM.

I

Good thru MIIY 31

Senior middle distance runner
Regina Dramiga won the 800
meter run with a 2:08.6 time.
Teammate Margaret Metcalf took
second, coming in more than
three seconds later. Dramiga, who
is a native of Uganda, won the
same event last year,
Dramiga is also preparing for the
nationals and has hopes to enter
the Olympics in 1984. Muff
Reinert captured the javelin event
with a toss of over 41 meters.
Reinert also doubles as a UNM
basketball player.
Long distance specialist Sylvie
Velay won the 3,000 meter race
with a 9:59.3 time. UNM also
captured the two-mile relay and
got second place finishes from
Barbara Bell in the 100 meter dash
(12.0) and in the200 (25,1).
Kathy Pfifer raced past teammate Kristi Rapp in the 5,000 to
grab second place in the last few
meters. Pfifer's time was 18:29.7,
while Rapp finished with a
18:32.2 mark. Lobo Gayle Bassett
captured the third spot in the 400
meter hurdles with a 63. '7 time,

I

! Going Home Special

Key personnel like Val Fisher and
Lisa Mitchell, who nursed minor
woes, cost Sandoval's squad some
much needed points in the 1,500
meter run. Both runners had leg
injuries and decided to sit out to
prevent further damage.
BYU won the meet with 141
points while perennial power
University of Texas-EI Paso
grabbed second with 132. The
Lobos nabbed third with 121,
which was the highest point total
ever for a UNM team in the region
championships.

In Friday's actio !I, senior Keil
Higgins (7 -5) allowed only one
earned run and Martinez went 4-4
at the plate to give the Lobos a 105 win. Martinez had a home run
as did Francis, who went 4-S
during the game.

OPENS JUNE 25 AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU!

of Utah finished seven strokes off
pace while Mike Putman and Don
Hurter of UNM finished with a
three-day total of 220, which was
good enough for a tie for third,
eight strokes behind Fehr.
For his third place finish Putman
was named to the all-WAC team
announced after the tournament.
Hurter though just missed
finishing second at the tournament as it took him seven shots
on the final hole, while he thought
it should have only taken five,
"I've been hitting the ball well all
year, it's just that the putts
wouldn't fall," said Hurter.
Hurter also said he thouhgt the
Lobos could have caught BYU
down the stretch.
"I really thought we were going
to catch BYU on the final nine. It
was getting windy and we are used
to playing in the wind, but things
just sort of fell apart," said
Hurter,
For the Lobos and Hurter, they
will wait for their fate to be
decided by the NCAA selection
committee as to whether their
season is ended or whether they
will get another cra.ck at BYU at
nationals.
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Make the most of your good looks
with
BAUSCH & LOMB
soft contact lenses
l~yeglnss wearers ... take your
eves out of hiding. Feel confident
again. Let your natural beauty
shine through, You'll love the way
Bau~ch &. J,omb soft contact lenses
givl' you a whoh~ new look on life.
And they're water-drop soft and
comfortable, too! Call for your fit.
ting ;1ppointment today.
More people wear Bausch &
Lomb soft contact lenses than all
other brH-nd s of soft contact lenses

The Lobos coul<l only manage a
fourth place finish with a record
of three victories and three losses
just ahead of USAF, which
sPOrted a dismal record of two
wins and four losses.
Utah, seeded number one, clearly
proved their superiority by

Rudd gives all in men's track finale

$210- Soft Spherical Contact LENS (Polymacon)*
$300 - Soft Toric Contact Lens for Astigmatism <Bulfilcon)*
$:150- Sort Extended Wea~ (Bulfilcon)*
""Complete Price Includes:

Visurli Analysis • Gluucoma Testing • Fitting and Dispensing of
Contnct Lens •.Initial Chemical Care Regime
• Pnlienl (.'are and Follow-up Care of Contact Lens • Sales"'T%ax~n

I

Netters close season on sour note
The UNM mens tennis team did
not fare too well in action at the
Western Athletic Conference
tennis championship tournament
held at the Lobo tennis club this
week.

CONTACT LENS FITTING FEES:

·
·
9

Sports
George Chavez

combined!

DR. ROBERT H. QUICK
DR DWIGHT THIBODEAUX
'"'('"~:-..
'
'
·
Optometnsts

.. $;;:';~,).

Pa~e

lr

1020-A Eubank NE • 298-2020 • open Tuesday· Saturday 9 • 5

The UNM men's track team
found
three-time
national
champion UTEP too much for
them to handle in the Western
Athletic Conference track meet.
The Miners scored 208 points to
outdistance San Diego State.
Coach Del Hessel's Lobos
finished fourth with 93 points.
Dwayne Rudd won the long jump
with a 25-4 leap, after spraining
his ankle in his third place finish
in the triple jump.
UNM's Pete Serna was second in

the 800 meter run and teammates
Mike Wood and Roger Moore
finished fourth and fifth in the
same event. Lobo Marty Neibauer
took second in the decathalon for
UNM.
Other top finishers for UNM
were: Ibrahim Hussein (second
place in the I ,500 meters and third
in the 3,000 meter steeplechase),
Rudd (third in the 100 meter dash,
Ibrahim Kivina (third in the
10,000 meters), Fidelis Ndyabagye
(second in the long jump).

Sunday•June 20
UNMArena
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Hobbs pair lifted
in restroom raid
LUBBOCK, Texas (UP!) - The
district attorney's office Thursday
filed misdemeanor criminal
mtschief charges against two
Texas Tech University basketball
players who reportedly vandalized
a dormitory restroom.
Despite claims the pair caused at
least $3,000 in damage to the
restroom, graduating senior Steve
Smith and freshman Vince
Taylor, both from Hobbs, N.M,,
were charged with Class A
misdemeanors instead of felony
offenses, said Don McBeath, a
spokesman for the district attorney's office.
The two players were arrested by
campus police early Sunday for
allegedly knocking down partitions between toilet stalls,
smashing a sink and breaking a
mirror in the Weymouth Hall
dormitory restroom.
Officials estimated damage to the
facility ranged from $3,000 to
$4,500.
McBeath said several factors
were considered in. the filing of
misdemeanor charges.
"We had to take into account
how much damage could be at•
tributed to each student," he said,
"There may also have been others
involved but (there is) no probable
cause for art arrest." McBeath
added it was the pair's first
criminal offense.
Johrt L. Baier, Texas Tech's dean
of students, said Wednesday he
objected to the district attorney's
involvement in the case.
"I have a feeling that someone is
making a mountain out of a
molehill," he said.

with special guests
The Bellamy Brothers

~cw ~lexica

with this Coupon and the Purchase
of a Hamburger ($1.20 or more)

defeating a powerful Bri~ham
Young university (earn 6-3 m the
finals held on Saturday. The Utes
posted a clean record of 6-0.The
. Cougars placed second at 6~1 · ,
San Diego State finished 10 thud
place at 4·2, UNM was f?,urth,
USAF fifth at 2-4, Hawan was
sixth at t-5, while Colorado State
came up empty 0-6.
Lobos Andy Meikle and Alex
Dorato played strong in doubles
posting two victories over
Brigham Young and San Diego
State. In an exceptional display of
talent the pair of Lobos defeated
Rob Fought anci Russ Thompson
of BYU, 4·6,6·3,7-5.

19,

Zappers
master
Gameroom

Monday

Wednesday

Happy Hours
4:00 • 7:00pm

6 Games•or
$1.00 ! ! !

: SPRING fever SPECIAL
••
This Week
•••
•

,all games 5 for $1.00 • • •
except Mond~y ~ Wednesday

'''

CONTACT LENS
SALT TABLETS $4.50
B&l SQUEEZE BOTILES
$2.00

Casey Optical Co.

•

(l doors WEST oi Ruall Drug)
AS AT WA.SHifiGTON 265·U46

"A BRIZZY.I'UIOCY.
AGGRESSIVELY

c.umm

AUTOBIOGRAPHY."

Harrv:!EfH'SSH!OGS
(next to the Lobo Campus Pharmacy)

All NEW Video Game Room!
• AlbUquerque VIdeo Game Premier •

• MS.

'
~m

Bam _llpm

e CHILl DOG • BEER e
(may substitute soft drink if under 21)

all for only $1.50 with coupon.
+one FREE video game!
(a $2.60 value)

Coupon good May 10-16

Ticl{ets on sale
outlets. -++++-

..
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Daily Lobo
Classified Advertising

Marron Hall
1. Personals
TONY, MAIU\, JIM, C'url, Jeff 0., Jeff C., Eric und
Semcnec-YQU will ALWAYS be animals: "First
Sen!" i~T~IEAwe;t>meTearn!! !.
SilO
FREI'. TO (;(lou home • Loving. spayed female
dalmation. IV: yenrs old. Needs rPPm to run. Oood
with children. Call Maryann, .271·5656.
SilO
I'IIEGNANCY rt:STING & COUNSEUNG, Phone
247-9819.
tfn
CON'fA.('TS·POJ,ISIIING, SOI.UTIONS Casey
Optl~nl Company on Lomas just west of Washington.
tfn
wt; IIOT UISTRIIIliTORS. Prescription eyeglass
frnrncs. Greenwich Vllln~e (Lennon Styles), gold
rimlm. $l4.50 (regular $6S.OO). Pay Less Opticians,
5007 Mennul N.E., across fromLallcllcs.
tfn
CIIIN~~'St: lllWH:T. Cllt:API All you can eat.
Lunch $3.45, Supper $4.50, Sunday Brunch $3.45.
JnO<Juo's Place, 5000 Central Ave. SE.
tfn
I'ASSPORT PIJOlOS. LOWESTpriml Pleasant
pictures! 123 Welk~ley SE corn~r Silver. Please eull
first. 255·1323.
tfn
FAT IS A. feminist issue. Groups forming now. Call
28H795.
5/lO
l'liRSONAI.IZED
BIQRYTIIMS.
YOUR
cmotionnl, physical, int~llcctuul (ycles hand charted
111 ct>h>r. 12 months, onlY S6.9S. Send
chccklmoncyordcr with birthday to Llfe·sine
J)iorytlunics, 192Sil Juan Tabo, H2S3·L, Alb., N.M.
87112.
5/10
NOTICE: URAWING/NON·MMORS, Art 142 100
[call no. 5606) i$ not cancelled. Enroll now for first
iUrnrn<r session.
tfn
M.AR~ lilt: R,A. from Worcester, MA. • If you
rcn!cmberLaurn from ChannelS and SPIT lt1 Boston
last Sumnler••Cnll617•7834269,
5/10
SF.I\U ~;n:WITNF.SS TO hit and run, Coronado
!lull, Tut'l .. 4/27 afternoon. Reward. Cnlt5182.
5110
A1n:snos st•tmSI scnooL Relations appreciates you.
5110
S11J()f.N"fS <a:T YOUR Piece of the Rock: over
S3,000,000,000 (J billion) dollars in free non· federal
financial ald. l'tce info. call Computcx, 266-7555,
9:00 tol:OO.
S/10
AUDITIONS BEING ACCEPTED for the "All that
Jnu ·oancera": l'erformlns Am Studio, 2219 Lead
S.E.: Ballet, Jllll, Exercise, Summer Season special
roles, call laura Brown· Elder, 256-1061 or265-3067.
6/3
U."'J"S GO PARTY, the Tinsel Town Musser's, P.S.
We will be back,
5/10
SERIOUS AMATEUR PIIOTOGRAPIIER needs
female .models for portmh work, Send picture and
inAD to J.Jt,, 3232 San Mateo NE, Ste, 216,
Albuquerque, NM 87110.
5/10
ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT con·
• traceptlon, sterilltation, abortion. Right To Choose,
· 294·0171.
tfn
HAPPY BIRTHDAY JANEl Greg, Susan, Mike,
Donna, Sheri and Martha Tim.
5/10
A GOOD FRIENn Ernie, Happy Anniversary Dee,
5110
GET Bt:TTER GRADF.SI Reduce stress! Improve
memory! Increase reading speed! Superlearning, S88·
44ii.
S/10
OORM t:.'TUDtNTS: SUMMER apts. available May
. Aug. Fully l'urnished I and 2 bedroom apts. !A bile.
from campus. All utilities paid. Di!hwMhers,
disposals, heated pool and billiard room. Find
roommates and move lnl266-0011.
5/10
CINCE VURU."TTA, HOPE }'Our Bookusoidal
Tendencies to Canada proove awesome. Good luck in
your fishing functions (f(f)). See you fexl nail, Two
F(r)iends.
S/10

2. Lost & Found
JOLlA DALBOM, CLAiM your student 1.0. at Ill
Marronflall.
5/10
LOST: CIIECK BOOK belonging to Timothy
Hooton. Come to Marron Hall, Room 1131 to
Identify.
ttn
LOST WOMEN'S WALTEIM watch. Oeep sen•
timenial value. Biology building area. Jr found
contact268•73!1S.
SilO
ACCfNG 340 TEXTBOOK.. Please return til Rm.
131 Marron Hall-No questions asked.
trn
CLAIM YOUR LOST possessions at Campus Police
8:00 a.m.to4:00 p.m.daily.
tfn

3. Services

I

'

GUI1AR LESSONS, 1NSTRliMENT8• repairs and
rentals. MARC'S Ouitar Center, 143 Hatva.rd S.E.
265·33JS.
lfn
1'\'PJNG-PROFESSIONAL QUALITY~ pronto at
Kil1ko1Pronto; 'T'LC at no extra charge, We will edit.
KIP, 2312 Central SE, across Central frdm PopeJoy
t-lall.
tfn
TEN DOLLARS.. RESUMES len dollars.
tfn
l'rofesslonnl Company.265·75Sf,
24 ·flOUR TYPING, term papers, thesiS,
S/12
manuscrijll!, 881·0628 jean, after 6.00 pm.
PRO~'ESSIONAL EDI.TING.TERM pafl(rs, theses,
dissertations~- ali subjects. Cal Linda: 281•1795.
5110

.,..

_____________ ................

f . PIZZA SPECIAL!

f

1
1

1
I

2 Slice• of cheeze piJ.za &
1 of your r.vorHe topplngl
1.58

I
I
I
Beer & Wine, sun. too.
I
.iiiilli
1 ______________ _1
I
121 Har\lard S.E.
. . I

PizzAdcl1v

I'ROFF-'iSIONAL TYPING BY English Ma/editor.
Vast cxpcri~ncc with disserations, papers, Editing
availublc. Wi-9550,
7129
QUA Lin' TYPING 51/page, 266·8590 after 5. 5110
A; I TYPIST· TJ':RM papers, resumes299·8970,
7129
PROFt",SSI()NAL
TYPING,
IU:ASON-'BLE.
Extensive secretarial eXperience. IBM Selectric Ill.
299·6256 or 299~2676. Free pick up and delivery on
most orders.
6/24
TYPING IBM SELECTRIC 268·7002,
613
I}() YOU NEED typing done7 Term papers to
resumes.-call Typing "Ink", 821-6916. Work
Guaranteed!,
6/17
NE~:u TYPING HONE? Call Virginia day or
evenings at296·3096,
7/29
VOLVO MECHANIC WORK gUaranteed, 247·9()83,
MlkcMeLean.
6/24

4. Housing
1'11E CITADEL-SO PERB location ncar UNM and
downtown •.Bus service every 30 minutes, I bedroom
or efficiency, from $220. All Utilities paid. Delu~e
kitchen with dishwa.~her and disposal, recre:ttion
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry. Adult
couples, .no pets. 1520 University NE. 243·2494. tfn
t'OR RENT: t."t'FICIENCY apartment, 1410 O.irard
N.E .. St!>Oimo., all utilities paid, $125 security
deposit. Fully furnished-securitY locks. and laundry
facilities, No children or t>•ts. Please call before 6:00
in the evening, 266·8392.
tfn
t'OR LEASt: 675 sq. ft. office space across from
UNM call Larry or Dorothy 265·9S42 or evenin~s
881·3974.
tfn
FOR RENT: 116 Cornell S,E, 2 \xlrm •.1 bath house.
CAll Larry or Dorothy. 265·9S42 or evenings 881·
3974.
tfn
IIALF DI.OCK UNM furnhhed one bedroom twin or
double $235 includes Ulllitlcs. Varsity House 268·
0525.
S/2

FOR RENT: EfFICIENCY Apartment Sl20; I
bedroom, $ISO. Swimming Pool, beautiful view of
golf course. Close to UNM nnd TV!, 1313 Wellesley
S.E. 256-7748.
5110
IIAU' BLOCK UNM four bedroom furnished house
$450 268.0525,
6/J
IIOUSEMATE WANTED NON-SMOKER share
3BP house with 2·GRP students, 140/mo plus
utilities. Available end May, tennis across streei, IICar
UNM. 255·5175, 255·4996, 277·6437.
SilO
HOUSEMATE: SIIARE RIDGECREST, 4BR.
$130/large bedroom, 266-2974.
5/10
FOR RENT, SMA.LL one bedroom apartment, 4
blocks from UNM, 2 blocks from TVI. Partially
furnished, Sl301mont!1 plus Utilities • Available
immediately, call242·1842, after6 p.m.
5/10
CLEAN, FURNISHED ONE-BEDROOM apart•
ment, yard, A/C, 5170/mo plus utilities, SI~O
deposit, 344-4135 evenings.
SilO
ONE BEDROOM, SUMMER sublet, one block west
of Engineering bldgs. Avallable$/20.8/10, $170/mo.
Pay rent from 6/1·8/10. 242·SS96.
S/10
AVAILABLE .NOWI 'tWO bedroom townhouse
style apartment. Fully furnished, fireplace & security
features. Utilities paid. S3SO month. Call 848·3029,
5/10
Monday.Friday 9·5.
NEED ROOMMATE. SHARE 3/bedrl:IDm,
2\1/bath townhouse with fireplace, double garage,
Jacuzzi. Three blocks from campus, Sl67.00 plus
utilities. Call Diane A. 842·8725, S.2pm.
SilO
fOR SUMMER SUBLET May IS-Aug 13, 2 bdr,
fenced yard, S2SO/mo, 256-0232.
SIS
SUMMER SUBLET, I BEDROOM furnlshed
apartment. Utilities free. $2081mo., 84:i-06SI. $/10
AVAILABLE NOW I STUDIO Condo's $190,00 and
one bedroom condo's $260.00. Includes all utilities.
Close to UNM. Call243-7881, W!'ekdays, 9·5. 7/29
STOREFRONT/APARTMENT. NEAR U.N.M.
5180, :243·3447.
S/10
SPACIOUS l·ROOM RESIDENCE. J\1 baths,
Fireplace. large Living Area. Attractive beamed
ceiling. Renovated natural wood throughout. Near
DowntoWn, U.N.M. $350. 243·3447.
5/10
ROOMMATE WANTED; SHARE 3 Bdrril. House
off Girard with Orad. Student, $140/mo. plus 'h
utll., 266-0485 or277·2505,0avid.
S/10
AVAilABLE IN JUNE, large 2 bedroom un·
furnished, 1616 Gold S.E. Apt. $265/mo. plus
utilities, 344-4135..
5/10
LARGE 1WO BEDROOM duple~; fireplace, wood
floors, buill·in bookcases: downtown. llrad students
preferred. No children or pets. Partly furnished,
S200, 243·6017 early, late,
5/10
SUMMER SUBLET, OLD adobe On one acre, North
Valley. S345 per month.344·8601.
SilO
l BEDROOM TOWNIIOUSE. 1600 ft. sunken tub,
atrium, 2 fireplaces, electric garages, courtyard,
backyard, city view, :299.660:1..
S/10
3 OR FURNISHED alr·conditioned apartment, \.1
block (rom campus, available June, 898-092.1. 5/10
4 BEbROOM FURNISH£() house for rent. June,
July, l'ets, kids OK. $310/pet mo., utilities Included,
24:!·5874 ncarUNM.
SilO
ROOM FOR RF.NT,SI2S/mCl.,299-0470.
S/10
NEW ROOMMATE, FURNISIIED 2 Bdr,, 2 Bat~,
$200/mo. No gays, Jim, 345·7594. Lake & Raquet

VW

A~

WALK TO CLASS, cozy house, fentedforpm, SJ2S
.au utilitiespai~. Sun Rent~ Is, 262·1151.
SilO
STUUENT SAVER, HUGE 3 lldrm. House, $200,
modern appliances, pi:U welcome. Sun Rentals, 262·
175!.
S/10

c;over~d

~~go_~

Makers. of Hanim· ade
Indian Jew lry

OLDTO.W

i\I,L UTILITIES PMU, Furnished house In q\liet
neighborhood, SI3S, fenced for pets, Sun Rentals,
262·1751.
5110
i\ LOW BUDGET, $75 cottage .near everything.
Kids, pets OK. Call Sun Rentals 2~2·1751,
5110
LUXURY NEIGJII!OaQOOD, ROOM or 2BR
apqrlmenl· Complete privacy. $125 • $250, academic
scholarships available. Nonsmoking female(s)
pn:ferrcd. 1429 Columbia NE, 255·2221.
5110
llUPLEX APARTMENT OFF Silver near
Presbyterian, one bedrpom furnished $215.00, Two
bedroom house, excellent downtown location
$325,oo. 247'8647.
5tt£
Et'FICIENCY APARTME.NT FURNISHED.
Jefferson NI! near Central, utilities paid. Spohr, 299·
6441.
5/10
NEEI> TJIIRD FEMALE roomie to. share two
bedroom luxury apt. Split the expenses! ar.ound
!50/month. No smoking or drugs.• For fall, call277·
5484.
SilO
LIVE-IN HOU.SEKEEPER·SUMMER. Free
room/board, small salary, UNM area. (vel')' close), 6
weeks care for children during day·. Other 6 weeks few
duties, Must be able to drive. Excellent references
required. 842-8155 or247.2532.
5/10
ONE BLOCK fROM campus, large 3 bedroom apt.
Off street parking, $400 plus utilities and D. D. 293·
5602. .
5/10
I BLOCK fROM UNM, 2 lldr. furnished apt. ft'T
rent June 1 thru. July 31. SISO.I80 plus utilitie;
negotiable. ideal for summer school. Steven, 277·
3701,
SilO
bORM STUDENTS: .SUMMER ap(s. available May
• Aug. fully furnished I and 2 bedroom apts. Y: blk.
from campus. t\11 utilities paid. Dishwashers,
disposals, heated pool and billiard room. Find
roommates and mov.e in! 265-0011.
5/10

5. ForSale
LIKE SELLING .MY soul! BU.t must sell. Fischer RC·
4 Downhill racina skis, 223cm, Italian national team
stock, never drilled for bindings, Call242·4688 after 6
pm.
lfn
DESPERATE! FORCED TO sell, Nikon SOOmm
mirror, f8, Brand new, used once. Includes 4 filters
and leather case. S32S. Call242-468q after6 pm. tfn
VOLVO 1973 144 excellent mechanical condition.
Call S84·2718 evenings,
SilO
ALLEGRO TOURING BICYCLE 57em, excellent
SilO
condition, $650 or best, 242·2SS6.
LIKE NEW, THOMAS Playmate organ. Two key
boards and extras. $700 or best offer, 881·6679,
eveningsandweekends.
SilO
TEXAS INSTRUMENT 58 excellent condition,
manuals, bauerie~. AC adaptor, program sheets, S70,
103 Goulei Cl, Belen, N.M.
SilO
MOTORCYCLE 1980 HONDA CM400T, Wind·
shield, luggage rack, trunk. I J,000 miles. Excellent
condlllon.$1,200. 821•7468.
S/10
NIKON Fro! WITH MD·I2, 200mm, F/4, Nikkor,
Auto AI trade for fust telephoto slnss or sell to best
offer. Joe, 277-5656.
5/10
FOR SALE: NEWKeltybackpacks. 897.()()39, 5/10
1979 IIONDA XL2.50, 3700 original miles, excellent
condition, SIOOO or best offer, 294-3S39.
5/10
SURPLUS .JEEPS $65, Cars SS9, Truck SI00.
Similar bargains available. Call for your directory on
how to purchase. 602·998·0575, Ext. 0924, Call
Refundable,
6110
NOBLET PARIS CLARISET, excellent condition
SJ'SO. Call265·0411.
SilO
FIVE MUD/SNOW TIRES mounted on white spoke
rims (15 x 7 • 6·hole Chevy) in excellent condition •.
Spare never used. Chrome lug nuts and caps included
S325, call344-8542.
S/10
1981 219 DATSUN, Wlll sacrifice, leaving the
country. 53·Chevy pickup, 345·0843.
S/10
USED COASTER BRAKE and 3·speed bicycles at
the Hat'lard Bike House, 25S·S808.
S/10
1970 OODGE CHARGER. One owner, great car,
$1800, 836.()781.
SilO

6. Employment
PART·TIME JOB afternoons and evenings. Must be
21 years old. Apply In person, no phone calls please,
Saveway Liquor Stores at 5704 Lorna! NE, 551.6
Menaul NE.
tfn
DIVISION OF GOVERNMENT Research needs
another work study qualified clerical person, Must be
able to work this summer. Pick up an application at
1920 Lomas.
S/10
JOB SEARCHING TECHNIQUES. 4-hour classes,
$15. l6S•755J,
.
tfn
JOB SEARCHING7 TRY Job Opportunity Bet·
tennent Services. 265·1551,
tfn
WORK STUDY QUALIFIED person for accounting
and office work in business office of the Daily Lobo.
Apply tn person g.s, M·F. Ask for Maryann.
tfn
OVERSEAS JOBS: SUMMER/year round. Europe,
S. America, Aust,. Asia. All fields. SSOO.S1200 mo.
Sight seeing. Free info., write IJC Box 52 N.M.,
Corona delMar, Ca.92625.
5/10
Ht:LP WANTED: PART·TIME hostess, bartender,
waiters and waitresses needed•. Apply in per·
son-Syndicate Restaurant, 222.5 Wyoming N.E.
5110
WANT AN INTERESTING Sl!mrner job? The Girl
Scout Camp in the Jemez Mountains needs counselors, riding staff and utility people, Call 243-9581
for details.
6/3
CIIILCAR£ PERSON NEIDID part·time. Nonsmoking, N.E. lteights. Experience, transportation
required. Penny, 822·0947.
SilO
ACCOUNT EXECUTIVES NEEDED. Top pay for
experienced salespeople. Apply at the Daily Lobo,
room 131 Marron Hal.
SilO
SUMMER JOBS. EASY phone sales work, S·Spm.
Hourly wage or commission. Call268•1010,
5110
NEED SUMMER WORK? We need clerks, receptionists, typist~. secretaries, keypunch operators and
word processors for temporal')' assignments. Work a
day, a. week,. or months at a time. For more information call Cindy at 262•1871. Not an agency,
never a fee, Dunhitt Temps, 1717 Louisiana NE, Suite
218.
5/10
OVERSEAS, HOUSTON, DALLAS! $20,000 to

.~.
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po1sible. For job information caUl

0426, Dept. 0924. Open Sundays,

60.~·998·

$IS

SUMMER WORK-STUDY . POSITIONS Cont~ct:
Afro-American Center, 277·S644 or 5645,
SIS
NMPIRG IS .LOOJCING for n pan·lime ~ummer
director. Resume required. Caii277-27S7 or stop by
Room24ESUil.
5/10
WORK OliTSIDEI I CONSTRUCTION jobs
available. Sun Jobs, 262·i7S2.
5/10
STUDENTS, FULL AND part-lime jobs! I All
areas, all kinds. Sun Jobs, 262-17S2.
5/10
SUMMER JOBS! I CALL now there's one for youl
Sun Jobs, 262-1752,
SilO
BLUE JEANS OK.! I SecretarY/Reeeption(st, Sun
Jobs 262-17$2.
5/10
LAST CHI\NCEI FOR a fun-filled summer job as a
camp counselor, The YWCA Is now hiring qualified
men and women for their camp in Tijeras Canyon,
Call Margie at 247-8841.
5/10
RESII>ENTIAL TEACHERS: REQUIRE a B,A,
degree and the use of a ear. Job duties center on
supervision of a group home for four mentally
retarded adults. Hours: 3 y, day rotating shift.
Annual salary: 9,360 to 10,400. Benefits .include 2
m<mths paid vacalion. Comact Sue Newman at z,.
5516.
5110
SUMMER OPENINGS FOR Albuquerq11e and
northern New Mexico, $210 weekly. Phone 292-7677.
5/10

7. Travel

water beds, furniture, 897·0249,
5/10
SUPERLEARNING, S\]PERLEARNING,
SUPERLEARNING, Q~adrtJple your learning
abilitY. Become pro.ficknt in speedreading,
notetaking, studying techniques, test taking, mental
m~thematles, and much more. Let Doctor J .c.
Palmar nelp you gain complete control of your mind,
Call now for May 20th course. 888-4411.
S/10
ELIMINATE TEST Tt\K!NG jitters now with
Superlearnlng, S~e display ad tiJis issue or call 888·
4411.
5/JO
DORM STUDENTS: SUMMER apts. llvallable May
• Aug. f~lly Furnished I and 2 bedroom ~pts, V: l>Jk.
from campus, All utilities paid. Dishwashers,
disposals, heated pool and billiard room. Find
roommates and move inl266-001).
SilO
CASH FOR WATER beds .• couches, TV's, cameras,
897·0249,
,
SilO
FREE TO GOOU home • Loving, spayed female
t;almatian. IV. years old. Needs rogm .to run. Good
with children. Call Maryann. 277·5656.
5/10
A.LL NEW CHINESE .Restaurant . House of Wang,
Clood food, reasonable prices. Serving breakfast-$!.()(), lunch. an<i dinner. Bab-b-que
chicken-$1.95. 212S Broadway Ave. SE. Carry-out
orders welcome. Tete: 247·4027.
SilO
BALLOONS! BALLOONS! H-'VE Bubbles the
Clown deliver a helium baloon bouquel for special
occasion. Birthdays, anniversaries, new baby and
,special days. 292-0487,
S/i 0

9. Las N oticias

GOING TO BURB-'NK, Calif,; Nee!! live biological
specimen (pjgcon) transported. Will be picked up by
r<searcher at your destination in or near Burbank,
842·8615.
515
NEED P-'SSENGER TO share ~ driving 10
Florida, Martha, 299,2778 after 5:30p.m.
5/10
STUDENT DRIVING TO Orange County who will
load and pull S x 8 trailer In exchange for gas. Write
P,O, Box 18~64.1rving,.CA927J3,
5110
RJ))EJIS . NEEDED t'OR Tri·State Area, Share
driving and gas (approx. $50, leaving May 16, 243·
1421).
SilO
TAMPA, FLORIDA BOUN()I Looking for CO·
driver to share expenses.lnfo877-2787.
SilO
COMPETENT .DRIVER NEEDED to help drive
re.ntal truck to N. Y.C. l'.ll pay gas, 822·89~6 for
interview (mornings).
5/10
WIIITEWA'!ER RAFTING. PILAR, May 18, 20,
27; $2S per pcr~on. Whiteroek Canyon, June 13:$40.
WlldwatcrRaftingE)(periences, 266-972i.
5110

8. Miscellaneous
WANTED TELEVISION, NON-WORKING OK,

C.\MPIJS ORGANIZATIONS: advertise In L115
Notldll5 (or 10 ~ents M word,
tfn
NOTICE: DRAWING/NON·MAJORS, Art142 100
(call no. 5606) ls not cancelld. Enroll now fQr first
summer session.
tfn
SPURS-THE OFFICE of School Relations thinks
yo 0 ' re greatl Thanks for aU your help on sneak
preview.
SilO
THE ALBUQUERQUE CENTER for Attitudinal
Healing, a nQn·profit organization serving children
aPd families fadng catas1rophlc Illness,
Organizational Meeting, Sunday, May 16, 5:00p.m.,
Monte Vista Health Center, 3212 Monte Vista N.E ..
Pat Dolan, 293-2061 or277·571&.
S/10
HACKERS UNITE. CLUB forming now, call Peter
266.0266 for details.
S/1 0

~
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M·A:S•Jf
Mash T·Shirts

.

\Now A.VOiable 0"
OD T·Shirt $6.99
Camouflage
T-Shirt
$7.99
) '"' Allfll.t at~.
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TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 False god
5 Mennonites
10 Between
14 Asian carpet
15 Blanket
16 Relinquish
17 Strengthened
19 Woody plant
20 Merchant
21 Be Indebted
22 Cooled
. 23 Cautions
25 Mauna26 Location
30 Spanish
article
31 Meal
34 Hiawatha's
craft
36Spinet
38 Greek letter
39 Slot
machines:
2Words
42 Harem room
43 Roundup
44 French toast
45 Stroked
47 Burnish
49 Fiber knots
50 Serve
51 Badger's kin

53 Matted mass
55 Degenerate
56 Storage unit
61 NeWspaper
Item
62 Improve
64 Several
65 W.lndies
. peak
66 "Too bad!"
67 Court figure
68 Trifled
.69 Whack
DOWN
1 Nobleman:
Abbr.
2 Ripener
3 Region
4 Alight
5 Not ethical
61mpair
7 Heedlessly
8 Swelters
9 'Jnplowed
strip
10 Movement
11 Oftrade
12- fixe
13 Achievement
18 One or two
24Bound
25 Detroit team

MONDAY'S
PUZZLE SOLVED

26 Excavate
27 Tibetan
"bear"
28 Singly:
4words
29- -tee
31 Nucleic acid
32 Gobble:
2 words
33 Corrodes
35 Was faulty
37 Anent
40 Up-to-date
one

41 Fancy46Giggle
48 Misrepresented
51 A Montague
52 Card game
53 Manager
54 Father: Arab.
55 Ecstatic
57 Crustacean
58 Money:SJ.
59 And others
60 Remain
63 Shelter

